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Peter Horjus: David, A Series of Men #1, 2015. Used men’s shirts.

Louisiana Art Now
BY REBECCA LEE REYNOLDS

whiplash. Walking around the galleries, one might identify established painting movements (Op art, Hard-edge painting, Pop Surrealism, and Expressionism) as well as conceptual-based projects
in untraditional media, video, photography, and sculpture. The variety is surely a sign of strength in the art community, but it makes
for a schizophrenic installation, especially in the main gallery.
One genre stands out from this chaos: the portrait. They
come in a wide variety of styles here. Susan Ireland’s Jena and
Annie (2016) is a riot of pattern in a Pop art twist on the Nabis
painter Vuillard, Troy Dugas’s Francesco (2015) gives us a frontal
close-up of a face constructed out of collaged labels, and Aron
Belka’s Self Portrait (2016) uses oil on canvas in an expressionist tradition, its effect coming from tonal contrast and expressive
brushwork. Peter Horjus’s portraits are quilted depictions of male
subjects, such as David, A Series of Men #1 (2015) (awarded third
place). The material is used men’s shirts, and Horjus adapts the
feminist associations of quilting to the steely blue-eyed stare of a
bearded young man with waving hair. Installed at the entrance to
the exhibition, these portraits serve as an introduction to the

“LOUISIANA CONTEMPORARY 2016”
Ogden Museum of Southern Art
New Orleans, LA
___

IDEALLY, AN ANNUAL open call exhibition gives us a summary
of trends happening in the art world, and it can provide insight
into current events as filtered through the eyes of artists. This past
year has provided plenty of material: Alton Sterling and the cops
killed in Baton Rouge, the Confederate Monuments being voted
for removal, the massacre at Pulse nightclub in Orlando, the approaching end of Obama’s presidency, Hillary vs. Bernie, the rise
of Trump. The “Louisiana Contemporary 2016” at the Ogden Museum of Southern Art, open to artists over 18 years old who are living in Louisiana, pursues both avenues. In one example of political
subject matter, James Billeaudeau’s Salute (Fear of Fascist America) (2016) resonates because of Trump and the debate surrounding him, despite the fact that he is not depicted in the piece. As
for trends in the art world, the “Louisiana Contemporary” features
such a wide variety of work that it could give the viewer visual
04

James Billeaudeau: Salute (Fear of Fascist America), 2016. Digital pigment print.

The walking tour is interspersed with footage of other
Confederate monuments in town and protests, beginning with a
Jan. 2016 protest at Lee Circle and ending with a July 2016 Black
Lives Matter protest at Lee Circle after the Alton Sterling video
was released. In between we see images sourced from public records: a still photo of Water Scott in North Charleston, video of
Tamir Rice, a historical photograph of the Emanuel AME church
in Charleston, cropped photographs of the eyes of each victim of
the Emanuel AME massacre. The graininess and poor quality of
these last photographs is distracting, but it refers to their source
in public records and the collective’s commitment to using public sources to expose problems. The intentional strategy includes
the title’s reference to President Obama singing “Amazing Grace”
during the eulogy for Rev. Clementa Pinckney, one of the victims
of the Emanuel AME shootings in Charleston. Another performance of the song serves as a soundtrack to Brye’s walk through
this landscape of racial violence.
As the video concludes, the screen goes black and transitions to Brye posed against a white background. Holding the plastic torch out in front of him like the actual Statue of Liberty, he
slowly turns, as if shedding the light of liberty on his audience.
There’s a sad irony to Brye’s character, performing

show’s overriding theme of identity, whether pursued in personal
styles or in relation to issues of gender, sexuality, and race. The
installation of the show works a little too obviously to stage these
thematic trends by grouping artworks dedicated to race in the small
gallery near the elevator, and works related to gender identity in
the hallway outside the main gallery.
Inside the small gallery by the elevators, I was drawn
to Amazing Grace (ft. Barack Obama) (2016), a video work curated and directed by Margot Herster for the collective “Bureau
of Change,” a kind of think tank dedicated to using art to create
institutional change. The video features an African-American man
wearing a Statue of Liberty costume—the character, played by Jason Brye, is a walking advertisement for Liberty Tax Service. The
pale green robe is simply thrown over his jeans and sneakers when
we meet him on a random New Orleans street, walking towards the
camera and presumably to his job, holding the tax placards loosely
in his hand. We watch this black Statue of Liberty doing his work
on St. Claude Avenue at the base of the bridge to the Lower Ninth
Ward, and then we follow him as he walks past the Jefferson Davis
monument—a subtitle refers to the City Council’s vote to remove
Confederate monuments from the city, listing this one as “scheduled for removal, date TBD.”
05

Margot Herster (Bureau of Change): Amazing Grace (Ft. Barack Obama), 2016. Video installation.

the icon of liberty while we watch protests against the reality of a
lack of equality. The hopefulness of the statue falls apart in face
of this fake version, played as an advertisement, devoid of actual
liberty or equality. And Brye’s eyes seem vacant as well, his body
going through the motions. There’s an emptiness to the statues too,
often ignored until protests this past year reinvested them with new
emotion. The audio counters all of this coldness. The rap narration by K.G. fills in the blanks by expressing the lack of equality, while a beautiful rendition of “Amazing Grace” (credited to
K.G.’s mom) counters that anger and frustration with a promise
of redemption.
On first viewing, the impact wasn’t as strong as a second viewing. The video would be more effective in its own space,
where the audio could be much louder and where it would not
have to compete with artworks on the facing wall. Instead, the
viewer is forced to recognize connections between the video and
Dan Tague’s Old Glory Holes (2014) and Benjamin Diller’s The
Great Shield (2014), a carved wooden version of the Great Seal
of the United States, as well as other works in the same space.
Overcrowded installations have been an ongoing problem with the
“Louisiana Contemporary” series, especially in this small gallery.
One wishes that the museum would either give the exhibition more
space or edit the selection more to fit the space that is available.
One of the consequences of the overcrowding is that the
theme of race is so broadly used that it starts to fall apart. Chris
Lawson’s Manifestation of a Coconut (2016) seems to have been
placed here because it uses a Zulu coconut, even though its glittercovered forms betray a whimsical sensibility at odds with the rest
of the room. More appropriate is the conceptual humor of Ernest
Joshua Littles’s fake promos, but they are practically hidden on
a corner wall. Tracks Promo (2016) imagines an app that tracks
the user’s movements in case police stop the user because, as the
ad suggests, you “fit the description.” The Green Book Promo 2
(2016) is an alternative to the “Blue Guides,” travel guides associated with expensive tastes and patrician culture. In contrast, the
Green Book offers “protection for the African American traveler.”

Both pieces use satire to question recent cases of police brutality.
Ti-Rock Moore is an obvious choice for the gallery, as her work
has consistently played with text and race. Cracka House (2015)
builds an altarpiece out of Saltine boxes. It has a Warholian touch,
evoking his Brillo boxes, but the boxes are intended here to evoke
the visually absent associations of the term ‘cracker’ to whiteness
and lower class.
Two works reflecting on female identity are also installed
in this gallery. Kelli Scott Kelley’s Fighting Back (2015)offers a
mysterious dream-like scene of an army of nude female figures
linked by blue lines to a blue cloud floating above. The crocheted
border suggests that the substrate was a doily or a tablecloth, another nod to 1970s feminist appreciation of techniques traditionally practiced by women. Anonymous brown figures surround the
women with pointed guns, and the title suggests that these women
are ready to band together and fight back. The depiction of being targeted manages to capture the feeling of being targeted in
today’s world, resonating with the battle surrounding our first female presidential candidate or the ongoing battle for equal pay and
reproductive rights. Kelley uses a Surrealist approach to express
the frustration and indignation that women feel about continued
attempts by men to control their bodies.
Jenna Knoblach’s Title IX (2015) tackles the same theme
from a very different artistic point of view. On view are digital
c-prints and a letterpress print from a performance in which the
artist took a group of seven female friends to a shooting range. The
images are displayed in a grid of 3 photographs across and 4 down,
and they are unified by a color palette that involved outfitting her
participants in bright orange clothing, nail polish, and ear protection. The orange color symbolizes gun violence, and was used in
the “Wear Orange” campaign for National Gun Violence Awareness Day. The color pops against the bright green landscape background as the women aim at the letterpress print, which displays
the word “OTHER” in a circle. The performance enacts ideas from
critical theory about attacking the “other” sim06

Jenna Knoblach: Title IX, 2015. Digital C-print.

of male nudes romanticize the form, including one in which the
blurred movement of the model’s arms resembles wings, turning
him into an angel (Angel, 2016). Brian Barbieri’s untitled nude
recalls the late 19th century photographs of Thomas Eakins. Two
of Ronna Harris’s penis portraits, which have been shown before
at Tulane University, are on display, and Anonymous Male #3
(2015) was awarded first place. Harris’s choice to focus on the
sexual organs seems an explicit retort to the sexual objectification
of women. Rather than make her male subjects enticing, Harris’s
detailed depiction of body hair reaches a level that is disturbing
and squeamish.
Paul Rizzo’s mixed media works revel in chalky pastels
that recall children’s clothing or Rococo paintings. The rainbow
in Surface Rainbow (2016) reads as the symbol of gay pride in
this context, and Just Men (2015) remakes a cover of “Just Men”
magazine, featuring a shirtless hunk in jeans and an explicit view
of gay sex in the upper right corner. The camp qualities of Rizzo’s
work contrast with Maxx Sizeler’s reflections on gender fluidity.
The monochrome triptych painting Boyhood Dream (First Time
at the Beach) (2016) uses images of magic tricks and toys that
Sizeler played with as a kid to express the childlike wish

ply because they are “other,” a defensive move used to shore up
one’s own self-identity. The theory can be used to explain domestic violence, and the choice of the shooting range location and a
female cast associates these weapons with self-protection. But
these women are turning the tables, perhaps hoping to obliterate
the damaging consequences of othering. Taking back power, they
subvert the usual associations between guns and men. The title,
Title IX, refers to the 1972 education amendment that prohibits
discrimination based on sex in federally funded educational programs. Best known today for providing female students with more
access to college sports, the policy is used here to suggest broader
approaches to equality. In fact, Knoblach chose August 26 for the
performance because it is National Women’s Equality Day.
It’s been one full year since the Supreme Court legalized
gay marriage, another landmark case in equality, and now more
attention is being paid to transgender identification. Even Susan
Bowers’s ceramic urinal sculpture, Sweet Mouth of Carcharodon
Carcharias (2016), obviously referring to Duchamp’s Fountain,
reads differently in light of the recent North Carolina case of transgender bathroom rights. Other artworks that take on LGBTQ issues, or simply depict naked men, are gathered together in the hallway outside the main gallery. Arthur Severio’s two photographs
07

to be transformed from a girl into a boy, fulfilled by the central
image of Sizeler displaying his bare chest for the “first time at the
beach.” In Abracadabra (My Hand on T) (2016), Sizeler imagines
what his hand would look like if he started taking testosterone (full
disclosure: I curated Sizeler’s work this past spring at the UNO St.
Claude Gallery).
Of the three photographs by Chris Berntsen, Flayr in the
Blue Dress (2016) repurposes the reclining female nude pose from
art history for an African-American man wearing a blue dress,
posed on a log bridge in a wooded landscape. This remake of
Matisse’s Blue Nude (Memory of Biskra) (1907) queers the modernist canon, but its methods feel too obvious next to the more
subtle Xavier Cruising (2015). The subject, Xavier, is framed in
a lush green landscape with palm fronds hanging overhead. The
red pattern on his shirt balances its complementary color in the
background. Standing on a path, the subject gives us a blank stare
while starting to unbuckle his belt for what must be a sexual partner. Hanging from one of his belt loops is a Betty Boop keychain,
a small detail that individualizes the subject and reflects the artificiality of cultural stereotypes of sexuality. The hypersexualized
femininity of Betty Boop seems to contradict the ambiguity of the
situation, in which we don’t get to identify the gender of his partner but are asked to stand in that person’s place. That tension is
what activates the image.
In the main gallery, painting takes over, with pride of place
reserved for two large abstract paintings by Luis Cruz Azaceta.
Viewers are immediately drawn to the bright neon rainbow colors
of Heroes Tale (2016), awarded Best in Show by juror Bill Arning,
Director of Contemporary Arts Museum Houston. The painting almost dances with a syncopated rhythm created by a series of interlocking vertical pieces, some of them falling on a slight diagonal.
A bright red piece in the upper right keeps the slivers in place,
while the lines of the surrounding shapes are so crisply drawn that
they recall architectural diagrams. Each of Azaceta’s paintings is
a square composition made up of four panels that bring together
fragments of a shape. In Green Square (Cairo) (2015), the main
shape is a pale blue and green with random black dots and drippy
red and white lines. A square shape in the lower left tilts against
the stable edge of the panel, and in the upper left, a grouping of
brightly colored slivers creates tension with the otherwise open
space. Here the negative space dominates, offsetting its companion, Heroes Tale.
Many of the installation choices in the main gallery seem
to have been decided by color. David Colannino’s Map 421F7
and Map 80M7 (both 2016) happen to use colors that are similar
to Azaceta’s, but the installation of his work downplays its more
conceptual aspects (full disclosure: Colannino recently graduated
from the program in which I teach, where I got to know those conceptual aspects). Placing Colannino next to the higher profile figure Azaceta demonstrates one of the strengths of the “Louisiana
Contemporary”: its mix of established and new voices. In the main
gallery, local followers of the art scene will probably recognize
Shawn Hall’s organic abstractions, Kristin Meyers’s fetish figures,
and Artemis Antippas’s absurdist obsession with glitter-coated
fried chicken, presented this year in the form of two videos, Eating Chicken (Mild) and Eating Chicken (Spicy) (both 2015). But
they might not recognize newer voices such as Colannino or Ryan
Sartin.
Deconstructed painting is a visible trend in the main gal-

lery. William DePauw’s Frames with Images (2016) invert the
usual relationship between painting and frame by exaggerating
the frame. The big ceramic frames surround small geometric blue
paintings. Ryan Sartin’s canvases also depart from the standard
by questioning the flatness of the canvas and treating the canvas
as an object. In Fleur de Lis Couple (2015), two vertical canvases
are propped against the wall instead of hanging from it. The canvases are bare, stamped with gold fleur de lis. The use of the stamp
counters the expectation of expressive brushwork and nods to the
omnipresent symbol of New Orleans, thus conjuring associations
with the tourism industry and the business of logos. Cosmic Ash
Flower Bed (2016) is a lumpy stuffed canvas, its title calling up
Robert Rauschenberg’s landmark painting Bed (1955). Bright magenta flowers and purple palm trees stand out against a ground of
black palm ash that has been smeared over a tropical patterned
fabric featuring the flowers and trees. The kitschy fabric questions
the high art associations of painting.
David Bordett critiques the tradition of painting by using actual objects instead of representing objects on the canvas
as images. He also rejects the canvas substrate, using instead an
old door hung horizontally for Secret Truth, Witches Brew, Blackberry Juice (2016). Two plaster hands hold a string out in front
of the surface, creating a curving arc instead of a drawn line, and
at left a still life sculpture of a teacup rests on a little pedestal
projecting from the surface. Blackberries are the theme: painted
on the teacup, printed on the fabric around the cup, and offered
in faux blackberries scattered around the cup. Patch Somerville’s
Redacted (2016) is an X-shaped canvas that feels like the negative
of Stacks (2016), triangular pieces resting against each other on
a shelf, as if someone had cut the original canvas apart into four
pieces. Of Somerville’s work, my favorite was the one that did
maintain the traditional rectangular canvas. In Overgrown (2016),
a black rectangular shape tries to obscure a landscape behind it.
With circular shapes partially or completely cut out of the black
shape, it plays with our desire to see what is behind—to see what
is behind the curtain, figuratively speaking, or behind the picture
plane.
In contrast to these meta-narratives about painting are
gestures toward horror vacui in the more whimsical pieces such
as Shawne Major’s curtains of found objects: beads and jewelry
woven together to create a carpet that begs to be touched. Dixon Stetler’s giant basket is an entertaining mix of hoses, cords,
Christmas lights, boa feathers, a Nintendo controller, tinsel, and
earphone cords. Some of the paintings in the hallway nod to Pop
surrealism. Paul LeBlanc’s visions fascinate, such as The Bird of
Hermes (2015), in which a sour green monster stands on an orb
and opens his mouth wide to capture his own twisting appendages.
Bat wings connect the creature to its name, emblazoned above.
Everything from the shape of the canvas to its iconography recalls
medieval art, but read through the local lore of Mardi Gras and
the theory of the carnivalesque. It’s actually based on a section of
the Ripley Scroll, named after a 15th century English alchemist;
Hermes Trismegistus was considered the founder of alchemy.
Joshua Chambers’s Fragile and Much Less in Control
(2016) opts for a more minimalist approach. In the vertical canvas,
against a background of sticky textured paint that transitions from
a grey lavender at the top to a greenish grey at the bottom, are two
main characters: a black bird flying above, connected by
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Luis Cruz Azaceta: Heroes Tale, 2016.

a thin curving string to a cement block on the ground below, and
a hooded figure lying flat on the ground, connected to an air tank.
His hood resembles a diving helmet, making him into a failed
Jacques Cousteau figure. The reduction of the scene prompts us
to ask, what happened here? The word ‘fragile’ is barely visible,
set into the paint using stencils, and below the figures is written in
pink the rest of the title, “much less in control.” Perhaps this ordinary guy in his black Chuck Taylors has realized his lack of power
and ego, a moment of recognition that has flattened him.
Fragility is also at issue for Abdi Farah’s mixed media
pieces that subvert the victory obsession of sports by taking it too
far. Terrible Fans (2016) overlaps multiple red satin banners dedicated to a local high school football team, the John Curtis Patriots.
The phrase “I can do all things through Christ who strengthens
me” is repeated over and over, so much so that we are prompted
to question the connection between Christian faith and the skill of
football. Farah deliberately messes up the lettering and the form of

the banner throughout the series, using an aesthetics of failure to
get under the skin of our cultural assumptions.
One of the problems of the “Louisiana Contemporary”
is that much of the work loses its power when crowded into small
spaces like the hallway outside the main gallery, and when isolated
out of its original context. The full presentations of Ernest Joshua
Littles, William DePauw, and Abdi Farah at Staple Goods, for instance, were much stronger than their excerpts here might suggest.
Given that the annual show allows work produced in the last two
years, it might make more sense to move to a biennial format, or
to use the annual to focus on how particular artists have developed
themes over the last two or three years. Such an approach would
provide more insight into our local scene, one that the Ogden’s
series has proven to be rich in content and diverse in scope.
q
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Dawn DeDeaux: The Mantl. 2016-17. Aluminum mantle with orbs and objects. 60x72in. high.

Dawn DeDeaux: Our Future
BY KATHY RODRIGUEZ
preparation for being officially installed.
The “RING,” according to DeDeaux’s website, is the
“first truss ring hoisted to build an airship” that would bring mankind to its next destiny. In this way it can read as cervical, the
initial ring in birthing a new future. However hopeful this may
sound, DeDeaux also claims it as a symbol of marriage between
man and technology, which, as relationships are wont to be, is
steeped in dysfunction as well as creative production. Traditionally, it is a symbol of the infinite, without beginning or end. It refers
to cycles of death and life, destruction and creation, and void and
presence. The empty space within its boundaries has the potential
to hold so much, and yet holds nothing at all.
DeDeaux repeats the motif of the ring in installations
of shield-like metal structures on the walls at Arthur Roger Gallery, which are joined by two-dimensional wall works and smaller
sculptural installations. The first of these greets the viewer at the
door: it is a silvery mantle decorated with a relief of two classical
female figures atop symmetrical pillars, caryatids of a kind, whose
arms stretch toward grapevines and apple and olive branches.

DAWN DEDEAUX
“I’ve Seen The Future And It Was Yesterday”
Arthur Roger Gallery
New Orleans, LA

I CLEARLY REMEMBER walking through Dawn Dedeaux’s
installation MotherShip III: The Station near the intersection of
Elysian Fields and St. Claude Avenues. It was close to the end of
the biennial (as it was structured then) in the late afternoon, overcast, with temperatures in that New Orleanian limbo area between
warmth and chill. I approached the site as I would any dilapidated,
disheveled urban place, with caution and intrigue. After stepping
through the damp leaves and bits of detritus that always populate
such places, I came upon the giant ring. The scale of it felt revelatory – it was monumental, like a giant triumphal arch leaning in
10

Dawn DeDeaux, Installation view. Arthur Roger Gallery

they feel like mementoes behind glass, able to tell stories about
their purposes but unable to relate, almost like the pre-recorded
voices emanating from the “talking rings” in the 1960s version of
H.G. Wells’ The Time Machine.
To the left of the Mantl installation is another in which
the detail from Masaccio’s fresco is reproduced across a shield
that is elevated slightly off the ground and mounted to a broken
aluminum ladder, also a motif in DeDeaux’s work. Ladders are
technology used to easily get to different levels, and also to escape.
This ladder only goes to a wall, blocking its purpose. Combined
with the Masaccio, it speaks of humankind’s inability to escape
the damage they have done. Cynicism is evident in that detail’s
positioning at the bottom of a ladder that only hits a block; escape
is futile. Medallion Mandala #1, placed next to it, functions as an
object of meditation, to ease acceptance of this inevitable fate.
Two installations of wall-mounted disks fill the corners of
the large gallery at the front of the space. To the left, a grouping of
objects titled Remembering Clouds and Power (Eight Wires) and
Remembering Clouds and Light, which picture abstract vi

This Neoclassical imagery decorates what is essentially a
reliquary for the ideals of empire, or at least power. Iconic objects
associated with power, such as miniature versions of the Tower of
Pisa, a horse minus its rider, a metal briefcase traditionally used to
hold cold cash, and a rifle sit atop the mantle. These symbols are
more overt than the decaying aluminum can, toy truck, and teacup
that join the collection of objects, but these desiccating forms also
speak to human invention and intervention on the land and the environment. Humankind has built up a lot of trash, DeDeaux seems
to say, and the skull and a reproduction of Masaccio’s Expulsion of
Adam and Eve, which also join the array, convey DeDeaux’s concrete belief that humans have ruined their land. Death is the only
expectation we may firmly keep.
These relics relate to the Souvenirs of Earth that populated her outdoor site for Prospect 3, which sat vulnerably on makeshift shelves in New Orleans’ mild winter climate. Inside the gallery space, the keepsakes are memorialized. Their metallic sheens
impart both a sense of value and nostalgia, as well as the cold
veneer of inaccessibility. Though they are touchable and present,
11

Dawn DeDeaux: Installation view, Arthur Roger Gallery.

DeDeaux’s choice of these images also suggests the superficial
feelings that humankind associates with power, and particularly in
the case of Monroe, how fleeting that power can be. The inclusion
of Jasper Johns’ target and a spattered U.S. flag mixed in with the
crowd appear to emphasize the concept.
DeDeaux reproduced the faces of Bernini’s St. Teresa in
Ecstasy and the Virgin of Michelangelo’s Pietá of the late 15th
century, carved in his youth, in this arrangement as well. Bernini’s
sculpture has been read as an expression of the kind of abandon
that humans can only experience during the rapture of sex, which
was a clear way of communicating the experience of the saint –
important in the realism of the Baroque. Combined with the image
of the Virgin, DeDeaux appears to comment on various roles that
women fill in particular, as carriers of the new future and both
mystical and carnal creatures. Each looks toward the interior of
the grouping, as though watching humans’ lust for material/immaterial objects from a spiritual realm.
Framed works on the adjacent wall picture various places
of transit, particularly the JFK airport currently undergoing renovation (itself in a moment of transition). DeDeaux’s fascination

sions of sky in reflective grisaille, join Graffiti Planet, a three-dimensional version of a nearby print that shows Earth striped with
orange paint. The toxic color relates to Agent Orange, the defoliant that caused so many neurological issues as a result of its use.
As such, the image refers to the artificial deforestation enacted by
man on Earth, as well as the psychological devastation resulting
from complete destruction of one’s habitat and home. The convex,
round forms that encase the imagery of atmospheric effects act like
fragile bubbles in a vanitas painting – emblems of the fragility of
life.
To the rear of the gallery, a similar installation of wallmounted “shields” depict Pop icon Andy Warhol and the celebrities he celebrated in his work, such as Elizabeth Taylor, Marilyn
Monroe, and the Mona Lisa. Warhol’s repetition of their portraits
was a metaphor for the way repetition in general depletes the original content of the image, as well as democratizes it, taking away
a layer of celebrity at the same time as sympathizing with the deconstruction of original self that celebrity incurs. While a public
might feel nostalgic, or idolatrous, about these individuals, Warhol’s work insists that those feelings are immaterial and shallow.
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Dawn DeDeaux, Installation view. Arthur Roger Gallery

An orb dripped with black paint perches on top of a tall pillar, inscribed with foreboding and crudely written text. It may serve as a
vulnerable relic, comparable in purpose to Hammurabi’s Code, but
abject. The reference to upheld beliefs and law rendered in base
materials, isolated in a corner, reads as one of the most cynical – or
perhaps realist - works in the exhibit.
There is no escaping the fact that the environment is
changing, we must brace for change, and we must expect devastation. That lesson was already learned hard and fast in just over
a decade ago, in this home. DeDeaux will travel this work to an
exhibition in May of this year, at MASS MoCA – the month before
hurricane season starts. Though located in the northwest corner
of the state, Massachusetts is still in a coastal area, and one that
has become more threatened by Atlantic storms in recent years.
DeDeaux, a New Orleans native, is clear that the devastation experienced here is global in its possibilities. Sharing it through the
language of art history, science fiction, and reinventing familiar
objects makes it relatable and understandable. The work should
evoke human reflection through its shiny, mirrored surfaces, and
hopefully, empathy. 					
q

with dirigibles is evident in her digital prints on aluminum in the
next gallery, which formally explore the grids and structures used
to create these vast and floating objects. Pictures of airports digitally rendered with a filter that produces the appearance of wilting,
melting metal match with the zeppelin images – while the latter
are devoted to the monumental grandeur of the airships, the former
speak about the tenuous moment when any human embarks on a
journey, and how delicate and uncertain the future from that moment can be.
Larger prints in the back of the gallery are filled with imagery from sci-fi movies and stills of the explosion of the Hindenburg. Portraits of space suits overlaid with floral imagery, or
against a background of trees, join these prints as considerations of
the reality sci-fi will become, when humans leave the earth. Apparently it will involve a continued interest in decoration and selfrepresentation, which is evinced in 35,000 years of image making
at least. While humankind may not persist as a race, its narcissistic
ways will.
One sculpture in the corner between the large and small
galleries, Planet on Column, is the final punctuation in this exhibition about inevitable loss, persistent memory, and fated decline.
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George Dunbar: Coin du Lestin XXXVI, 1997. Moon gold, palladium with clay, 54.75” high.

George Dunbar: Beyond Style
BY TERRINGTON CALAS
something that might be fancied “modern classicism,” a splinter
group, mostly abstract, devoted to the nobility — the almost Renaissance nobility — of the sensuous object. Painter George Dunbar is essentially of this faction.
Today, standing apart and taking a focused look at this
pivotal New Orleans artist is an odd experience. In the late 1950s
and 60s, when his art began to reach its stride, it was still doctrinaire — on the national scene — that none other than abstract art
was really sanctioned. It was the moment of “authoritarian abstraction,” the moment when Clement Greenberg’s Kantian police
kept the art culture in purist tow. Dunbar, in a certain sense, was
a part of that; he was among the small group who spearheaded the
embrace of modernism in New Orleans. He helped establish a
local milieu — certain artists, collectors, art professionals — for
whom abstraction became the capstone of advanced contemporary
art. Thus, the local scene, or at least a vital part of it, assumed the
New York hierarchy of the time.
That climate of stylistic hegemony, of course, has long

GEORGE DUNBAR
“Elements of Chance”
A Retrospective
The New Orleans Museum of Art
New Orleans, LA
______

THE STRANGE AND confounding and irresistible art of the
modern era has several facets. That is one reason it continues to
stir us. And it has never been as tidy or as ostensibly rational as
traditional art. It has never settled for the obvious: Behold nature,
the human pageant; re-state pictorially. After Cézanne, that notion
soon became quaint. One forceful and purist strain of modernism
has always insisted on the artwork’s autonomy, on a resolve to create objects that had little or nothing to do with the visible world.
It gloried in the artist’s right to center on her/his inner landscape
— the private ponderings, the private demons — or, in the fact, on
art itself.
Among the consequences of this aesthetic impulse is
14
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George Dunbar: Red M, 1959. Acrylic and paper collage, 50” high

loveliness. But it does mean the dignity and cogency of marshalled
form. And this, of course, invites the concept of Beauty. Classicism, whatever its kind, always pursues beauty. But in the modernist sense, it also pursues truth — or rather, a particular take on
truth. It attempts to dazzle you with fabricated sensuousness, all
the while admitting the contingencies of the artist’s domain and
practice: the studio, the processes. And, at best, admitting also the
artist’s subjective reality. It is classicism of a slightly flawed variety, beauty with its human source in plain view. With few notable
exceptions, the major modern classicists — from Cezanne to Cubist Picasso, from Pollock to early Frank Stella, to Brice Marden
– all produced work with a decidedly “direct” quality.
For Dunbar, this is fundamental. In his handsome retrospective, “Elements of Chance,” expertly curated by Katie Pfohl
for the New Orleans Museum of Art, you can see that this has
always been so. There is the sense that the reality of art as physical
work is basic to him. He often notes a fondness for the degree of
“ugliness” that results from undisguised process. The very nature
of his classicism keeps him well aware of the spectre of cloying

vanished. In the past twenty-five years — an aesthetically perplexed period that, nonetheless, finally concedes the continuity
of art history — the notion of a single reigning orthodoxy would
seem unthinkable. And today, abstract art is regarded as one valid
approach among several others — certainly venerated but, in some
measure, nostalgic. In some quarters of the art world, however, it
has attained new authority. This is based, apparently, in a revived
awareness of its potential richness. The genre has advantages.
One — and the most conspicuous — is its ability to afford unalloyed visual pleasure, something easily overplayed but also crucial
for engaging the viewer. Another, which seems to matter more
than ever, is the psychic objective long associated with particular
branches of abstraction. This latter can provide a density — both
of meaning and of feeling — that is sorely missing in much of
today’s art.
DUNBAR’S WORK, with its breadth of content and form, attempts to mine the potency of abstraction. His route, as I say, is
a variant of classicism. For him, classicism does not mean easy
15

beauty. This wide-ranging exhibition reminds you that he has long
been associated with a unique brand of grace and elegance. No
matter what he did over the span of his career — the early tornfabric collages, the insouciant abstract paintings, the constructions
fashioned from scrap canvas, the ornamental yet punished metal
leaf pictures — there was always present the mitigating element of
perfect taste. No artist ever pursued ugliness with such refinement.
The inherent paradox in this was central to Dunbar’s appeal. His first authoritative work appeared in the late 1950s, when
audiences conditioned by School of Paris suaveness had just begun an infatuation with New York School grit. It is easy to imagine
them drawn to the tensions of such a variance. On the technical
level, this was the logical art for its time, the fitting artist’s response to our collective aesthetic education.
And yet, philosophically, it was perhaps a deterrent. Dunbar’s technique was so fascinating that it veiled his core meaning.
His local devotees were absorbed with his innovations. Certainly
no New Orleans artists before him had followed the modernist
course so fervently. And, more than anything else, that course was
characterized by his compulsive embrace of technical proficiency
in the service of itself. If ever there was a stylist, it then seemed,
Dunbar was surely it. One could look at an early work and truthfully refer to it as a calculated celebration of Prussian blue or, in
another case, a sustained study of the force of a brushstroke. Consider the extraordinary Red M, from 1959, a painting that rivals de
Kooning in sheer virtuosity and in its chromatic sophistication.

has never become entirely clear. Dunbar’s art is one of intimation,
not of declaration. In his sleekly elegant mandala paintings, he remained shrewdly taciturn. But the adoption, in the late 1980s, of
the human torso as a recurrent motif provides a valuable clue. At
first, it seemed that its choice was simply in deference to a classic,
enduring image that lent itself to the abstracting contrivances of a
true modernist. That seems less true now. This motif, seen in the
context of his entire oeuvre, helps to disclose a side of Dunbar we
never expected to see.
I mean an emotional, and perhaps tragic, side. It is intriguing to watch an artist of such extreme discretion move in this
direction — even if intermittently. It is also supremely rewarding,
since he relinquished none of his famous gallic taste: his student
days in Paris clearly have left a permanent mark. Even in the face
of a basically expressionist theme, Dunbar enveloped these works
in an aura of pure visual hedonism — though hardly enough to
subdue the startling and urgent meaning.
Over the course of a few years, his torsos — initially, the
wall-hung pieces — became disquieting metaphors of emotional
anxiety: they are breached, truncated, scarred, fairly obliterated by
the artist’s hand. It is impossible to overlook the unrest in these
works. They possess the raw passion of 1980s neo-expressionism
and something of the despair of pre-war German art. There is in
them, simply put, the ring of human truth. It is as though the
aesthete-to-the-fingertips, the polished Francophile — for a brief
time — opened his soul to you.
This is so, but he did it in a way that no true expressionist would. The neo-expressionists communicated their meaning by
triggering poignant recognitions in us, often by signaling specific
events in history. Dunbar’s torsos (he has described them as “baroque”) connect more slyly. And without specifics. The outcome
is not the predicable surge of feeling. Rather, it is a suffused redolence — but unmistakable.
To accomplish this, he summoned up the intricate technical strategies that characterize his more formal works — that
abiding stylistic tact. Even the impassioned topic does not disrupt
that impulse. The intensity of his wall-hung pieces, for example,
is mitigated by utter sensuousness. They fairly celebrate the medium itself: the rich, patinated clay. His art of intimation remains
undiminished, based in a considered fusion of Symbolist obliqueness and Matissean hedonism. In other words, he took a squarely
German subject — the disquieted human figure — and lavished it
with the utmost in refined French taste: perfect muted color, rhythmic calligraphic scorings and, frequently, a discreet use of metallic
leaf. This was subjectivity smartly veiled.
And yet, the Dunbar torso smolders as an expressive image — clutched into memory. In his total oeuvre, it seems something of an anomaly, but it may be the most revealing facet. This
is notably evident when he extends the theme to three-dimensional
form. In that instance, he ennobles it, suavely condenses it. The
result is crisply lucid: sculptures that shatter his style-imposed
obliqueness. And you grasp more surely the subjective core.
That core, it would appear, discloses a singular metaphysical quest. Diety IX, a commanding example from the series, is
simultaneously a formalized schema and a haunting spiritual presence. Works like this may be as close as Dunbar now gets to a
religious art — something he touched upon in his youth. A small,
incendiary Crucifixion (1957), a painting, is one of the gems of

SUCH SOPHISTICATION is part of the larger, ruling temperament of Dunbar’s art. His view of the world — and, in turn, his
fundamental aesthetic — is an intellectualizing one. His is a
system-drenched province of abiding balance. Most of his works
seem to rest on a severe governing scheme, even if that scheme is
barely perceptible — as in the more dynamic instances: his “action paintings,” like Red M, or his later Marshgrass series. At
all times, though, you perceive a certain eccentricity, indeed a
waywardness, regarding pictorial syntax. This is a key aspect of
Dunbar’s originality. (Hence the validity of this exhibition’s title.)
In the magnificent strict-edged mandalas and painted reliefs —
like Coin du Lestin (1999) or Coin du Lestin XXXVI (1996) or Le
Rouge Grande (2015) — he submits a Renaissance-like symmetry
and calm, then swiftly undermines them. Each painting is centered
with a hovering motif — usually a classic geometric configuration
— but irregular layers of clay or metal leaf surround it.
The effect is not very unlike the freely gestured contours
in Kenneth Noland’s early targets. And there is a similar tension,
albeit more complex. A kind drama is created in the Dunbars: an
unmistakable emotional unrest. This is a consequence of technical
nuance. Every detail of these paintings suggests disturbance, not
merely the contrast of geometry versus gesture. Within the crisply
delineated motifs — perfect interlocking circles, triple-lined semicircles, elegant rounded triangles — there are also persistent imperfections. The metal-leaf surfaces, especially, betray a wounding course of direct-hand work. Slight tears and scars, tonal shifts:
they all disrupt the precision and, clearly, any sense of composure.
The fascinating point, however, is that in the midst of his
tasteful technique-centered maneuvers, Dunbar was striving for a
meaning beyond style. During a certain period, beginning in the
early 1990s, that meaning came closer and closer to the surface. It
16
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George Dunbar: Deity IX, 2001. Gold leaf and clay over dental stone, 52”high

AS I SAY, DUNBAR’S breached torso is an enduring mental image. What remains with you is a conflicting idea of art on the axis
between refined rigor and unequivocal emotional content. You
conclude that Dunbar is saying something about human anxiety
but also something about his aesthetic mechanism. It is this hybrid
that makes the torsos so compelling. They disclose the reasoning
of a mainstream modernist confronted with the difficult but urgent
task of grasping the unpalatable and transmuting it into the palatable. This is why you can look at one of these pieces and walk
away both moved and gratified.
This exhibition surveys Dunbar’s entire body of work.
The greater part of it, as we expected, is a manifestation of classical restraint made modern, the prudent revelation of a thinker with
a fluent touch. At a certain moment, some of that restraint was
modified and, apparently, sullied by human truths. This defines
Dunbar’s career as richer than most.
q

this exhibition. Indeed, his Diety’s antecedents might include the
crucifixion — the ultimate symbol of human vulnerability and sacrifice. But a more persuasive reference is the Nike of Samothrace:
goddess of triumph, emblem of noble unassailability. The tenor
of this sculpture affirms it. Within Dunbar’s steadfast honing of
form, you sense a distilled hauteur. The torso seems to soar.
At the same time, however, you detect something akin
to religious spirituality: a reach of feeling that encompasses both
anxiety and hope. This Nike, if one might call it that, seems not
entirely unassailable. Again, technical treatment is the key. Predictably, you see a classicist at work, burnishing an idol-like object until it is, indeed, idol-worthy. But here, as in most of the
sculptures, Dunbar manipulates the stone like an Action Painter’s
brush — as if impassioned. The stone looks animate, “slashed
on.” You imagine Franz Kline as sculptor, uttering disquiet with
every “stroke.” There is control, no question: the sleeked form.
But now, Nike’s loftiness is humanized — a trace of the emotional,
and perhaps a tacit longing. The Diety, in this incarnation, creates
an aura of prayer.
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Bunny Matthews: Take It Off. Pen, ink, colored pencil, Arthur Roger Gallery.

Gallery Walk: Paths of Logic
BY MARIAN S. MCLELLAN
Along the Warehouse District’s Julia Street, a seemingly
wide range of concerns is evident with a deployment of everything from discarded boxes and Ninth Ward Yats to 3D glasses
and mythical organics, while Uptown on Magazine Street, a heartrimmed bed, once reserved for intimate encounters, is now rumple-free. Such is the neatness that adorns singlehood.

JENNY LEBLANC, KYLE BRAVO,
BUNNY MATTHEWS
Arthur Roger Gallery
JAMES FLYNN
Callan Contemporary
AMY GUIDRY
LeMieux Galleries

But, let us begin our Walk on Julia Street with a married
pair of local artists, Jenny LeBlanc and Kyle Bravo. Founding
members of The Front Gallery, LeBlanc and Bravo’s New Wave
installation snugly fills Arthur Roger Gallery’s New Media room.
Dadaist in nature, New Wave monopolizes the small space with
colorfully painted cardboard boxes piled high and deep. Included
in the mix is a repetitive sound of movement, though only one or
two boxes actually move. The gallery’s Press Release asserts that
New Wave “explores the ordinariness of everyday life alongside an
existential search for meaning and purpose.” Like computer

ARIYA MARTIN and KATHY RODRIGUEZ
TEN Gallery
New Orleans, LA
______

ART IS THE imprint of the senses, the crumbs of thought in the
ongoing search for meaning. Here in New Orleans, contemporary
galleries glisten with the wares of artists’ contemplations, beckoning us to sample different paths of logic.
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Bunny Matthews: Untitled (BMAT 0082). 2016. Spray-paint on canvas, Arthur Roger Gallery.
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Jenny LeBlanc and Kyle Bravo: Installation, Arthur Roger Gallery.

time meeting with a sarcastic retort from Vic. Last year Matthews
announced that he had been diagnosed with brain cancer, making
him especially aware that “LOVE is the only thing that really matters.” Hence, the 2016 spray-painting on canvas, Untitled (BMAT
0083), presents a silhouette in red of Vic and Nat’ly as a loving
couple. Additionally, the gallery informs us that since Matthews’
diagnosis, Vic has quit smoking.

chips continually storing and processing, the modular New Wave
beckons us to ponder all the stuff we accumulate one day, and so
quickly toss come morning pick-up.
HUMOR IS OFTEN MARGINALIZED in the world of serious
art, but it is grandly featured in a separate gallery space at Arthur
Rogers where Bunny Matthews’ infamous Nint’ Ward pundits, Vic
and Nat’ly, are the main attraction in the artist’s thirty-four year
retrospective Before and After. Matthews’ lively repertoire, expressed in fanciful pen and ink and colored pencil drawings, plus
one painting, makes the most of his philosophical take on things
New Orleans, adorning the walls like an ongoing comic strip. Matthews teases with candid commentary via the mouths of Vic and
Nat’ly’s and those within earshot, as in Take it Off from 2000 and
Tits from 2008. In the former, Nat’ly discusses the possibility of
folks being arrested for indecent exposure during Mardi Gras,
while in the latter she touts the virtues of Bourbon Street, each

ANAMORPHIC PAINTINGS ALONG the lines of quantum physics strategically await us nearby at Callan Contemporary by way
of James Flynn’s “Quantum Nous”. The gallery’s press release
informs us “Quantum Nous is a series of paintings that are visual
musings on the interface between Quantum Physics and the nature
of mind and perception.” These are lofty musings indeed, made
even more so by the 3D glasses that one is encouraged to wear as
a means to better view that which might be otherwise perceived.
All of the meticulous paintings employ the medium of UV reactive
20

James Flynn: The Superposition of Schrodinger’s Cats. UV reactive acrylic on paper, Callan Contemporary.

acrylic on panel to enhance the optical play between what is and
what is not there, depending on vantage point and light source,
be it fluorescent or black light. Flynn, a former riverboat pilot,
considers Mexican Surrealist Pedro Friedeberg to be his mentor,
and in paintings such as the predominantly blue and gray Quantum Nous, an illusory grid is evident, but instead of Friedeberg’s
random images floating about an interior, Quantum Nous dazzles
with a cosmic sphere taking center stage. Like primitive masks
glowing from within a mysterious magnetic field, we see a row of
feline heads in The Superposition of Schrodinger’s Cats. Are we
viewing the Cats while they are simultaneously alive and dead, or
are we viewing them in the way we view much of the night sky,
seeing what used to be but now is not?

MORE QUERIES ON the perception of meaning are found in the
acrylic on canvas paintings of Amy Guidry’s “In Our Veins” at
LeMieux Galleries. Guidry, a resident of Lafayette, states “this
series investigates our relationships to each other and to the natural
world, as well as our role in the life cycle.” The artist continues
that she is “using imagery derived from dreams and free association,” as in On the Rise, in which a none-too-happy polar bear
stands atop a disc of ice, shouldering a puzzled deer. The backdrop
is a combination of swamp and ocean.
Certainly, the more we distance ourselves from the natural world, the more we risk nature’s wrath, jeopardizing the forgiveness so long bestowed upon us. Other paintings, such as Shelter and The Pack, are more playful in the manner of Magritte. A
21

Amy Guidry: Dichotomy. Acrylic on canvas, LeMieux Galleries.
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Ariya Martin and Kathy Rodriguez: Get It Over With. Installation, TEN Gallery.

A suspended tree, topped by clouds, protects a disparate group of
animals in Shelter’s barren landscape, while the upper and lower
portions of wolves’ bodies sprout from the same landscape in The
Pack.

sweet fruit of their meetings. Just inside the gallery is the facetious
Get it Over With, a bed installation that features a quilt with a spiral
appliqué surrounding a tattered heart, while at the opposite end is a
white chest of drawers. Capitalizing on romantic losses, the chest
of open drawers is filled with rolls of Broken Heart and Get it Over
With t-shirts, each priced at $12.00.
Dominating TEN’s one room space are unsigned sketches, like pages from a diary. Raw in both content and execution, the
sketches bear titles from notes jotted in the sketches, such as You
smell different, Sometimes it just sucks, Spells/your shit and She’s
faking it. Martin and Rodriguez’s “A Little Step Towards Everything” acts as an itinerary of personal pain and undoubtedly follows
a trail familiar to many a gallerygoer.
q

FINALLY WE ARRIVE at TEN Gallery on Magazine Street,
where the delicate topic of relationships is graphically aired from
a decidedly female point of view. Artists Ariya Martin and Kathy
Rodriguez have known one another since meeting eight years ago
as instructors at UNO. Sometime in 2014 to early 2016, they decided to get together “at least once a week to collaborate on drawings as a way to process the trials of their respective decade-long
relationships.” “A Little Step Towards Everything” is the bitter23

Billy Name: Andy on the Phone. Photograph. Boyd Satellite Gallery.

Photography & Truth
BY MARIAN S. MCLELLAN
reality. However, it was Daguerre’s success in fixing photographed
images to copper that brought him lasting fame, a discovery akin
to exchanging scenery on a grand scale to that on a hand-held one,
about the size of a Polaroid. Lots of time passed and photographs
acquired color and grew in size, the better to match real life.

PHOTOGRAPHS
A Group Exhibition
MICHAEL ALFORD
“A Different Kind of Truth”
Boyd Satellite Gallery

For many years now, photographers have taken up where
Daguerre began, creating photographs with an especially theatrical tack, which brings us to Boyd Satellite Gallery’s two recent
exhibitions. The front space, collectively titled “Photographs,”
features a grouping of high-profile photographers, many of whom
depict either subjects playing dress up or enhanced views of familiar places. Christopher Makos and the late Billy Name both

ONCE UPON A time in the 1830‘s, there lived a French stage
director named Louis Daguerre. Daguerre was highly skilled in
lighting and illusion which he put to good use in his very own
theater called The Diorama. Through hand-painted, panoramic
scrims, Daguerre enchanted theater goers with scenes that rivaled
24

Andres Serrano: Christ: The Scream. Photograph. Boyd Satellite Gallery.

glowing orange. Known for including organic matter in his work,
Boyd’s Blood Christ is a multiple view of a Christ wearing a crown
of thorns.

worked intimately with Andy Warhol, Makos in Warhol’s later
years and Name in the early days of The Factory. Name is represented with a couple of halftone silkscreens including Andy on
Phone at Silver Factory, while Makos’ Altered Image 1981 Short
Hair Wig Crop is an example from his black and white series “Altered Images” of Warhol made up as a woman. Inspiration for
“Altered Images” came from Man Ray’s collaboration with Duchamp as Rrose Sélavy, Duchamp’s feminine alter ego. Andres
Serrano’s allegiance to religious-themed photography is evident in
the 60“x50“ Christ: The Scream. Famous for incorporating bodily
fluids into his photographs, streaks of blood stream down the subject’s face. Blood Christ, by Blake Boyd, is similarly colored in

MICHAEL ALFORD’S EXHIBITION in the back room is in stark
contrast to the histrionics in the front. In fact, "A Different Kind of
Truth” prompts a reaction of ‘what the hell just happened.’ Going
from a bold lalaland in “Photographs” to a no man’s land in the
back is unsettling, in part due to the over forty predominantly blue
and gray-toned photographs of multiple views of Charity’s post
Katrina demise. For those whose lives were dedicated to Charity
25

Michael Alford: Momento Mori. Photograph. 20x16in.
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Michael Alford: Residence. Photograph. 16x20in.

enue. All in all, the teaching hospital had been in operation for 300
years, thanks to the Sisters of Charity’s efforts in the 1800‘s.

Hospital and lost in Katrina’s wake, Alford’s photo essay, spanning
ten years, is especially confusing. One wonders how the New Orleans photographer gained entry into the massive, Art Deco building for a decade, and if all of the images are actually from Charity
Hospital. But, research on the subject reveals, truthfully or not,
that in recent years the shuttered Charity Hospital served as a clinic
for illicit drug operations, and gosh only knows what else! Further
research indicates that Alford is not the only person to have entered
Charity post Katrina.

In what amounts to an interface, Alford succeeds in conveying the mystique that surrounded the fortress of Charity Hospital, aided and abetted by its connection to LSU and Tulane University medical schools. I remember the first time I set foot in the
imposing Charity Hospital to fetch my father’s mail, guards requesting ID to gain entry, and me asking how to navigate her stark
scrubbed halls. But a transformation occurs in a place like Charity,
its atmosphere of hope and compassion soon calm any misgivings. That was then, pre Katrina. Cut to now, and the mystique of
Charity Hospital continues. Alford’s “A Different Kind of Truth,”
despite describing innumerable glimpses of neglect ranging from
dusty brain scans, labeled specimens of body parts, and even the
derelict, chapel organ in Play Me a Song, reveals the humanity of
all who saved and were saved. Alas, the truth of reality sets the
stage for illusion.						


For sure, there is irony in Alford’s muted views such as A
Positive, Momento Mori and Residence depicting, respectively, a
tattered bag of blood, a voodoo doll and cross on office chair, and
a dilapidated mattress arrangement beside a table surrounded by
walls of peeling paint. Adding to the confusion are the words posted on the gallery wall “Where the Unusual Occurs and Miracles
Happen.” In the context of “A Different Kind of Truth,” the words
evoke betrayal. The saying comes from a plaque that greeted “visitors” once inside Charity Hospital’s 1930 location on Tulane Av27

Jacqueline Bishop: From the Vine to the Vein. 1992. Oil on masonite, 27.5in. high.

Ogden Selections
BY JUDITH H. BONNER
of the paintings, that of careless extravagance with our resources.
This concept is at times more subtle and difficult to decipher; at
other times the concept is largely unconcealed.
Shirley Rabe Masinter is represented with one of her masterful street scenes in which a young African American man walks
past a dilapidated tan clapboard building with advertisements and
campaign posters. Dressed traditionally in an open-collar pink Oxford cloth shirt and tan slacks, he wears sunglasses as he looks
downward. The overall color theme is red, white, and blue, set
against the drab building with graffiti reading: Kenner. A large
poster with the smiling faces of Nancy and Ronald dominate the
upper left, while a small broadside with a smiling image of Marc
Morial slides into the middle ground. His downcast demeanor suggests the futility of economic improvement for the population no
matter which party is campaigning nationally or locally for the
attention of voters. The title of the work, Caesar, invites further
contemplation of the scene.

PROFLIGATE BEAUTY:
Selections from the Collection of the Ogden Museum of Southern Art
Ogden Museum of Southern Art
New Orleans, LA

APPROPRIATELY, THE OGDEN Museum of Southern Art is celebrating its collection by mounting an exhibition that focuses primarily on what distinguishes the American South, largely the land
and the people. The exhibition features art by some of the most
notable artists who have worked in the region, especially New Orleans. The works range from representational to non-objectives
and constructions. The lengthy title of the exhibition, Profligate
Beauty: Selections from the Collection of the Ogden Museum of
Southern Art identifies a common thread that runs through many
28

Alan Gerson: Encounter 3 (Nest). Oil on board. 2008. 48x66in.

Not unexpectedly, melancholia and the sinister make
their appearance in several of these works. From the Vine to the
Vein, a 1992 surrealist jungle-like oil painting by visionary imagist Jacqueline Bishop, offers more than a title with word play. A
centrally placed vertical element is a cross between a human figure
and the trunk of a tree, with one arm-like branch elevated at the
upper right and another lowered at the left side. Sinuous vines are
intertwined around the tree-like figure and its branch-like arms.
The head of a red-throated bird serves as the head for the figure,
as though the body of the bird has merged with the tree trunk. The
luscious dark green foliage below is populated with butterflies, a
red anthurium, fuchsia and blue flowering plants, mushrooms, a

flying fish, a rodent, and primates. The entirety of this forested
scene is set against a bright pink sky. One recalls Walker Percy’s
description in Love Among the Ruins of vines growing over an area
marked by abandonment.
Bishop has composed her canvas to suggest that there is
an underlying ominous presence. This feeling is surpassed in Alan
Gerson’s surrealist work, Encounter 3: Nest, which projects an
overt image of portending evil. This 2008 painting has an overall
tropical appearance, with near-edible vegetation of the kind that
could be harvested, were it not for the fact that it seems to be a
cluster of abandoned plastic playthings from a child’s toy chest.
Small dinosaurs with pointed teeth have a threatening presence as
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Robert Gordy: Untitled Male Head. 1984. Mixed media on Formica, 98” high.

they rob eggs from a nest. The shell of an egg still in the nest is
pockmarked with unhealthy holes. Robert Preusser moves into a
different realm with his abstraction, Subaqueous Impulse, a 1948
Kandinsky-like work with floating oculi, eyes, birds, and angular
teeth offset by sinewy linear shapes. The nocturnal palette enhances its unrevealed ominosity.
Close to Home, a large 1988 oil painting of flambeaux
carriers by Judith Morrow Saunders shows a nocturnal scene with
two boys, one wearing a hooded jacket and the other wearing a
red headband. The light of the burning flambeau reflects off their
pensive faces as they stand below a large oak tree with branches
appearing like webbed filigree. William Dunlap’s oversize mixedmedia painting depicts a farm scene with a gloomy dark cloud
overshadowing a vast expanse of land. In the distance a large white
Palladian-style home sits atop a hill, while a smokestack of a factory at far left spews smoke into the air. In this 1988 work, which

Dunlap titles Land and Variable: Bounty and Burden of History,
he portrays a hunting dog in the immediate foreground, its hindquarters turned toward the viewer. A string of fruits and vegetables
is strewn across the ground on either side of the dog, punctuated
with a split and decomposing watermelon in the lower left. The
latter element in particular, emphasizes the title of the exhibition,
Profligate Beauty, with wastefulness in the rich resources of land.
The exhibition will be on view until September 1, 2017,
providing viewers the opportunity to make repeat visits to absorb,
decipher, and digest much of what this show offers. Each of the
artworks underscores the complexity of the South and the manner
in which individual artists view and represent it. 		
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Audra Kohout, Ego, Id and Hind. Soren Christensen Gallery.

Gallery Walk:
Art Archaeological
BY MARIAN S. MCLELLAN
precarious, but artists, brave souls that they are, walk the blurred
boundaries of distinction, leaving it to their audience, and the
reviewer, to either contemplate or abort the scene at hand. As a
result, reviewers of art most often opt for pontification in deference to erudite query. Nonetheless, the moth-to-light attraction
to decipher what is meant by what is seen compels reviewers to
forge ahead.

UNCOMMON MATERIALS
Le Mieux Galleries
AUDRA KOHOUT
Soren Christensen Gallery
AARON MC NAMEE
UNO-St. Claude Gallery
_____

A quick overview of three recent exhibits, two on Julia
Street and one on St. Claude, reveals a common ground of media
over matter, perhaps as a mirror to contemporary culture’s obsession with stuff. As society becomes more and more distanced from
substance, it increasingly gravitates toward physical matter while
paradoxically wiping away, and digging up, the remnants of time,

STEINBECK WROTE, “A question is a trap and an answer is your
foot in it.” Or, as an anonymous quotation on a tea bag recently
expressed, “the only difference between a flower and a weed is a
judgment.” However stated, the razor’s edge of life is just that
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Audra Kohout, The Woodsman. Photo courtesy Soren Christensen Gallery
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Dixon Stetler, All of My Eggs in One Basket. cords, hoses, cables, bicycle tire. Lemieux Galleries.

perhaps in an effort to rid or preserve the evidence of our timed
existence. Whatever the case, if we accumulate as we destroy,
we face a middle ground of nothing, a desolate culture without
oomph.

to say that her Textual Portraits “visualize the historical context of
American women’s lives and convey a sense of social heritage.”
Nichols’ titles include the name of her portrait alongside
the author and original publication date of the words used to create
the portrait. Lois (Woolf 1929) depicts a Kentucky artist created
with text taken from Woolf’s A Room of One’s Own while the executive director of Bowling Green’s Human Rights Commission
is seen in Alice (Terrell 1904). Here, Nichols has incorporated
text from Mary Church Terrell’s speech “The Progress of Colored
Women.”
Nearby, Dixon Stetler mines the lost, defunct, or possibly
defective necessities of 21st century in the oversized All My Eggs
in One Basket. Upon close inspection, we see that the colorful basket is composed of linear items such as extension cords, hoses, and
Ethernet cables, to name but a few, topped by a handle made from
a bicycle tire. Several of the artists in “Uncommon Materials” opt

Bring on the oomph, or in this case, the archaeological
tendencies of the artists herein. All eleven forego garden-variety
art supply materials in favor of media salvaged from everyday use.
In fact, the title of LeMieux Galleries’ group exhibit is “Uncommon Materials.” The nine, Kentucky-based artists, all women,
utilize a wide range of materials associated with other pursuits.
For Leslie Nichols, the writing is literally on the wall, though in a
celebratory rather than sinister way. Referring to her series of type
on paper portraits, Nichols states that she uses a manual typewriter
to “create portraits with text to allude to the idea that our lives are
the creations of our minds and social construction.” She goes on
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Leslie Nichols, Alice (Terrell 1904). LeMieux Gallery.

for needle and thread as in Stephanie Metz’s series of drawings
and fetishes, all created from wool. Modena, evocative of a charcoal drawing, features a proud hen while Kathryn Hunter’s more
abstract Sea Ablaze gives physical merit to sea and sky by way of
dense stitching contrasted with a lacey linoleum print, on silk.

ment, of betwixt and between, as though their current state is one
of flux. The beautifully delicate Lullaby, of a pair of glass fairies
with cicada wings staged within a fur-lined boat is situated near the
clock-like Ego, Id and Hind, presenting three characters housed in
a pair of oval frames. The arms and hands in Ego, Id and Hind are
hand sewn, as are the tiny feet that hang like pendulums. More
sturdy assemblages include Sibling Rivalry, of male and female
busts bearing Nordic headgear, and the floor piece, The Woodsman, in which an armless child kneels upon a rolling platform.
Whether bondage, child abuse or make believe, The Woodsman is
something of a wagon boy, complete with a rope handle around his
neck.
Kohout’s mythology reveals a meandering path of a tinkerer who concocts tales of a personal nature relating to everything

Further up Julia Street, the deft hands of local artist Audra
Kohout transform the spacious Soren Christensen gallery into a
life-size assemblage, making the onlooker an element of animation in Kohout’s magically macabre “Treasure Things.” Kohout’s
faded palette lends itself to an overall sense of historical allegory, of a past revisited by the present by way of the future. Once
cherished but now abandoned by former owners due to death or
disinterest, Kohout’s reassembled dolls maintain a feel of displace34

Aaron McNamee, 206 Rolls of TP (One Year). Plaster. Installation view. Photo: © UNO-St Claude.

from sexuality and humor, to time, childhood, and life’s phases.

ink on BFK photographs mounted on panels that McNamee took at
Carlsbad Cavern. Carlsbad Speleothem (Dripstone) and Carlsbad
Speleotherm (Cluster of Worms) depict close-ups of the geologic
formations which the artist contrasts with plaster casts of items
such as toilet paper rolls. 206 Rolls of TP (One Year) weighs 350
pounds and is a monument to waste and landfills. What is otherwise relatively lightweight becomes a weighty situation. Much of
the world, says McNamee, does not use or need toilet paper. McNamee’s plastering doesn’t stop at toilet paper. Cast Off weighs in
at 3 pounds and used to be a Styrofoam burger box. If every take
out box weighed 3 pounds, we all might join the green team and
carry reusable containers. And so, the more we wipe away what
came before, the more we wipe away what is to come. It may be
time to stop wiping.
q

In “Mining the Domestic” at UNO-St. Claude Gallery,
Aaron McNamee surveys civilization’s disposable items and
makes them permanent, perhaps in an attempt to prompt us to
think before we buy something that will soon be tossed, or perhaps
as a metaphor for the landfills that continue to grow. McNamee, a
professor of sculpture at UNO, is concerned with our indiscriminate consumption, and misuse of the environment. He states “As
predecessors mined caverns for guano, so too will future generations be mining our man-made caverns (landfills) for the precious
resources that have been carelessly deposited in them…While the
formation of natural caverns is slowly being created drip by drip
over eons, our own caverns are overflowing even as we stand up
and flush.”
“Mining the Domestic” includes a series of large, archival
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Claude Monet: Waterloo Bridge, Overcast Weather, 1904. Oil on canvas, 25.56” high. The Paul G. Allen Family Collection.

Nature & the Moderns
BY TERRINGTON CALAS
irrational moment where the art culture, though powerless, longs
to rebel. It also proved to be the most suitable posture for the landscape genre. Landscape, that most fugitive subject, is well served
by an art that quarrels with convention. In this show, the quarrel
is salient. The early modern works look like provocations in the
midst of a comforting, reassuring setting. Each one, in its own
way, declares the old break-away ethos of avant-gardism. And
yet, it feels far from old. The Manet canvas, for instance, is jaunty
enough to have been produced this year. He alludes to the symbolic function of painting while exhibiting a blithe insouciance that
quashes the very idea. This, by now, is a legendary avant-gardist
conceit. But it registers keenly today.
Our easy embrace of the early iconoclasts might also be
attributed to something more obvious: the post-Internet milieu. It
magically thrusts all art into the present. The plain consequence is
that it is impossible, now, to see Manet or Cezanne, or any historical artist, as truly distant.
Most important, however, may be the inspired way those

SEEING NATURE
Landscape Masterworks from the Paul G. Allen Collection
New Orleans Museum of Art
New Orleans, LA

IN THE EXHIBITION “Seeing Nature,” what strikes you immediately is how vital, and indeed how relevant, the early modern
paintings look. The clichés are hardly clichés here. Manet and
Monet and Cézanne seem utterly fresh. And actually radical.
Somehow, they still manage to astonish — more acutely, in fact,
than the contemporary artists on view. The show, essentially an art
history lesson, aims to chart the long course of landscape painting.
It does so, and it does more. It sets those pioneer modernists apart,
underscores their perdurable legacy. And you perceive them, as
if for the first time, as our forebears — and as pivotal, aesthetic
insurgents. That insurgency feels signally welcome now, in our
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Édouard Manet: View of Venice — The Grand Canal, 1874. Oil on canvas, 22.56” high. The Paul G. Allen Family Collection.

artists approached landscape — how their stance generated a style
that became the most suitable, perhaps indestructible, way of dealing with the subject. A key reminder is this: at a pivotal moment
in the late 1800s, the early modernists re-invented nature painting.
It was a clean break. And it instigated a dramatic shift in the way
artists saw the world and, conspicuously, how they went about depicting it. In a quest for a truer naturalism — a quest for faithful,
optical truth — they abandoned the rudimentary scanning of the
environment in favor of systematic study. They also abandoned
all notions of romantic sublimity, nature as the deity’s fearsome
manifestation. That was suddenly a banality. So was the idea of
the “heroic” landscape. For them, the real truth was hidden behind
a screen of such banalities. Actual looking was the new method.

Thorough, thorough looking. The result was a near-obsession with
optical phenomena. And of course, technique followed suit. It
was now more tactile; it looked and felt more like the surfaces and
changes in nature. It simulated the spiky patterns of foliage, the
glimmer of water, the luster of reflections. And, in deference to
nature’s energy, it had a certain verve. Hence, the curt brush notations in Monet’s earlier works. In “Seeing Nature,” there are two
fine examples.
At the same time, there was the crucial figure of Manet.
His principal subject was modern urban life, but his impact was
beyond subject. It had to do with an artist’s very stance; he fostered, by example, an almost impudent self-assertion — artists
deciding for themselves what really mattered, deciding for them37

Claude Monet: The Palazzo da Mula, 1908. Oil on canvas, 26.06” high. The Paul G. Allen Family Collection.

Gornik) — this core group feels signally at-home with us now.
There is a classic Cezanne, one of his patently proto-cubist views
of Mont Ste-Victoire; five glittering Monets; a cannily offhand
Manet from his 1874 plein air phase; and a rarely seen landscape
gem by Gustav Klimt.

selves how to confront tradition. And that engendered a technical
dauntlessness that pervaded modernism. It lingers with us now.
For Manet, it meant, among other things, pursuing “touch” —
endlessly perfecting the blissful effect of his brushstroke. For the
painters around him, it was a signal for stylistic freedom.
You see that freedom in this exhibition, in the myriad
painterly tropes of the impressionists and post-impressionists. The
diverseness is unified by what appears to be a distinct suitability —
equating style to theme. They created the most cogent, and arguably the most apt, response to nature as subject. With a necessary
temerity, they responded not to a dream of nature, but to nature as
a dynamic, physical reality. They fashioned vigorous styles that,
effectively, became nature. In this show, their works seem less like
history than sheer re-utterances. And no approach before or after
them has been so persuasive. Decidedly, even to the contemporary
eye, their take on the landscape genre remains the fitting one.
“Seeing Nature,” from the Paul G. Allen Family Collection, covers almost 400 years. Despite the other 05
treasures on display — some of them canonical (a typically virtuosic John Singer
Sargent, a long-time favorite Magritte, an exquisitely serene April

ÉDOUARD MANET’S View of Venice—The Grand Canal sets
the radical tone. It serves as a model of formal irreverence ―
quirkily composed and blessed with the artist’s racy, broad slap of
a brushstroke. And, at 140 years old, it nonetheless looks like today. It easily matches the breezy sangfroid you see at every turn in
current art. The painting depicts the Grand Canal but, plainly, it is
a heralding of aesthetic autonomy and of a certain aesthetic venturing ― two impulses fairly central to the art consciousness of our
time. This is obvious in the very structure of the image. It is the
most casual of scenes — and appears the most arbitrary. It insists
that the wandering glance of a passerby, the negligible aspect that
arrests his/her eye, can convey the essence of lived reality.
In the scope of Manet’s oeuvre, this View of Venice is not
a major piece. But it is major art. Just as almost any Manet might
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Gustav Klimt: Birch Forest, 1903. Oil on canvas, 43.25” high. The Paul G. Allen Family Collection.

be. He was that sort of magician. With the humblest and sometimes most insipid subjects, he was able to fashion pictorial conjunctions that became indelible. This was often true in the late still
lifes: a cut-open lemon on a pewter salver, a single white asparagus
balanced on the edge of a marble counter. In each instance, Manet
provoked object and paint into a visual skirmish, both affirming
themselves unequivocally. The consequence was a startlingly lucid image — achieved with a sort of flippant disregard for design
convention. It was a question of the technique, the delicious paint,
the daring syntax.
The Venice painting is a similar conjunction, but more
ambitious. A quotidian, otherwise forgettable, moment is submitted. It is evidence of Manet, the legendary avatar of nonchalance.

But soon you grasp his central underpinning: his singular ardency.
He was drawn to the sensuous presence of objects, to the very aura
of physical moments. With his celebrated “touch,” a sure antecedent of the De Kooning swath, he gave objects and moments new
aesthetic validity. His essential strategy — basing an entire canvas, in fact an entire oeuvre, on stylistic fluency — was extreme at
the time. But it changed painting forever.
Manet’s irreverence was an important artistic bridge. He
anchored himself, as it were, on the threshold of idealist classicism
and the jarring ferment of approaching modernism. That ferment
abides, and his art still reflects it. The present-day resonance of
View of Venice confirms it. One of his few perceptive critics wrote,
“Manet is a point of departure, the symptomatic precursor of a
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revolution.” The way he painted landscape, with that famous nearanarchic search, signifies both his time and the future of our own.

versions is telling. It is a variety — noticeably — in technique.
Time and again, he adjusted his manipulation of paint: thick-thin,
crisp-washed, abrupt-measured. To say he embroidered visual effects would be inadequate. He re-made them. From painting to
painting. His most zealous experiments, it seems, were in pictorial
mechanics — something fully apart from any “scientific” observed
spectacle. He constantly toyed with picture-making and the very
idea of picture-making, like a young painter — like today’s artists
of all ages. The result is a stirring tenseness of disunity — within a
wide, conceptual unity. This signals, for us now, a familiar mental
construct. It’s tone: unfettered, self-willed, unassailable, vaguely
cavalier. So like our moment. Certainly this painting feels athome.

TO SOME OBSERVERS, Claude Monet was far superior to what
he predicted — that is to say, gestural abstraction, specifically Abstract Expressionism. The five pieces in “Seeing Nature” tend to
bear out the argument. A part of his greatness resides in a radicalism not very unlike that of Manet. This is apparent from his
absorption in the very idea of method.
Consider The Water Lily Pond, a canvas from his most
familiar extended series. It reminds you that, around the turn of the
20th century, Monet had all but preempted the notion of techniqueas-theme in painting. The surface abounds in undulant, self-patterning brush marks; meaty, tangible pigment. (This is something
seen best in the flesh, just vaguely in reproduction.) And, despite
this pondered structuring, he retained―even emphasized — a
Romantic sensuousness that few pure abstractionists would ever
muster. Sensuousness, to be sure, is a by-word today; our current
version of pluralism demands it. This alone fastens you onto an
image that, otherwise, might have seemed overly familiar.
Of course, the water garden series is historically essential
— and this example is a blazoning masterpiece. Nonetheless, of
the Monets in “Seeing Nature,” a quieter pair feels more pertinent
and, in fact, technically finer. I mean The Palazzo da Mula (Venice) and Waterloo Bridge, Overcast Weather. Inescapably, these
are two more “art in the dark” warhorses, but here, as I say, you
realize their correspondence to today’s art culture. The latter canvas is rapturous. You think of high formal abstraction on the order
of classic Philip Guston ― that lyrical deftness. And certainly, of
Mark Rothko and his ceaseless modulating of one or two fragile
hues. In this painting, Monet weaved careening shapes, one into
the next, until the whole became a celebration of meditated subtleties. The Waterloo bridge, its arches, the moving traffic — as
subject, they register nominally. You only speculate their presence. The subtleties are the real issue. They constitute a device
to lead the eye, or rather, to slow its path over the composition.
There are no big tonal leaps. No thrusts forward. You are forced
to linger with passages of virtuoso brushwork and luscious color.
The painting is a poem of pure color, but color muted to a whisper:
so many non-blues and non-golds. All of it surpassingly beautiful.
But Waterloo Bridge is not merely beautiful. And it is
no abstraction. Ostensibly, the painting is about factual sensation.
About perception. It is part of another near-obsessive series in
which Monet recorded, in paint, shifting atmospheric conditions
from hour to hour. His pursuit was, perhaps, a quasi-scientific one:
an unremitting optical experiment. He steadfastly asserted, even
in his final years, that the series entailed working “directly from
nature, striving to render my impressions . . . of the most fugitive
effects.” This meant the effects of light and the evanescence of
visible matter. He saw it as a spectacle. He saw nature dissolving
and reforming before his eyes.
This remains interesting, at least anecdotally. But in
truth, Monet’s method was less than empirical — markedly in his
last and greatest years. He often completed these “experiments” in
the studio, from memory, not from rapt scrutiny. This very canvas
is an instance. He likened what he saw to an extravagant, stylistic
parallel. What you see is one natural glory transformed into an ingenious created one. And the variety among the Waterloo Bridge

A PART OF Monet’s achievement in Waterloo Bridge is that such
an extravagant translation is so convincing. His stylistic maneuvers somehow accord with natural sensation. The same is true of
Gustav Klimt’s Birch Forest, a strikingly different painting. You
mostly think of Klimt in terms of female figures, erotic imagery,
glittering pattern — often in gold- and silver-leaf. He was drawn
to the decorative possibilities of painting and quite boldly used
the aesthetics of ornament for serious art. No other artist has approached his ability in this regard. But his portraits and figure
compositions — so popular and so implausibly valued in the art
market — are freighted with the aura of art nouveau chic. They
also cascade with a Byzantine richness; frequently the patterning
looks boundless, capricious — mingling geometric and biomorphic motifs. Unquestionably, those pictures dazzle. At the same
time, they can seem overwrought.
Klimt’s landscapes, however, are a perfect balance — and
splendidly inventive. Like Monet, he exploits the glory of nature
and augments it with glories of his own. And, like Manet too, his
approach is almost rebellious in its autonomy. Birch Forest, in
“Seeing Nature,” is among his best. It easily rivals the Museum
of Modern Art’s The Park. You are seized by the crisp, discreet
beauty of the birches, by the outright extravagance of leaves on
the forest floor. But finally, Klimt’s contrivance holds sway. He
propels every detail toward you. Individual forms read as tidy
fragments of a vast design. This is landscape as tapestry. In effect,
there is no foreground, no mid-ground, no background, and, as a
consequence, no traditional aesthetic tension — exquisite nature
free of jolts. And full of jewels. It urges your eye to roam, and to
savor. There is no doubt of the realism of the scene, and yet it is
impossible to bypass the artist’s presence. The image exalts natural phenomena and, simultaneously, creative intelligence.
Klimt’s uniqueness is arresting, to be sure. His view of
landscape is filtered through an obsessive marshaling posture. Order itself is part of the message. And in his work, it reflects a version of the avant-gardist spirit. Still, you come away persuaded of
the experience or nature. This is true of all the early modernists
in this exhibition. Their note of subversion, seen today, was inevitable and distinctly suitable for landscape. That subversive air
remains with us now — though without credible impact. It does,
however, warm us to their attitude. But, ultimately, we welcome
these distant artists because they discovered the most apposite language for nature painting.					
q
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Nurhan Gokturk, First floor installation. Photo: © Traviesa Studio.

“Anarchitecture”
and New Orleans Art
BY KATHY RODRIGUEZ

The representations in that show appear to correspond
closely with Matta-Clark’s 1974 project, Splitting, a performative
work in which he used a chainsaw to dissect a suburban New Jersey house, causing its halves to gently sag apart. Photographs of
this work portray a hulking, swooning home, the content of which
is attributed to Matta-Clark’s separation from his partner, Carol
Goodden, as well as the nature of the experimental art world of
New York in the 1970s. That environment was being developed
into the white cube gallery scene that it is today – and in reference
to this, the work marks a split from one world and the next. It is
telling that 112 Greene Street, originally a space for essentially an
artist collective, would become “White Columns” gallery, a primary exhibition space that has shown some of the most profitable
artists’ works of the late-20th and 21st centuries.
A core group of the artists in the “Anarchitecture” show
of 1974 met regularly to discuss ideas that led to the development
and use of the eponymous term. Also, as differently from the com-

A BUILDING WITH A VIEW:
EXPERIMENTS IN ANARCHITECTURE
Contemporary Arts Center
New Orleans, LA

IN THE ESSAY “Anarchitecture: Gordon Matta-Clark and the
Legacy of the 1970s,” Philip Ursprung describes the original context of the “Anarchitecture” exhibition held in March 1974 at the
artist’s exhibition space at 112 Greene Street, New York. MattaClark intended to unify the show through photographs researched
in the city’s archives. The poorly documented exhibition, which
featured works by Laurie Anderson, Suzanne Harris, Jeffrey Lew,
Richard Nonas, Tina Girouard, Jene Highstein, Bernard (“Burnie”) Kirschenbaum, and Richard Landry, eventually consisted of
those as well as Dadaistic texts and images of collapsed train cars
and various disintegrating objects.
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Helen O’Leary, First floor. Photo: © Traviesa Studio.

moditized, object-based art trade that speedily and further developed in the Post-modernist age of the 1970s and 80s, the Anarchitecture group made not-things, and deconstructed the idea of art
into beliefs, concepts, and conversations – all with serious intent.
Ursprung remarks on the conflict of the exhibition against the nature of the “art” being made by the group – it seemed hypocritical
to exhibit a show of things when the intended content was emphatically anti-thing. The anarchical stance implicit in the term
emphasizes this viewpoint.
The title for the exhibition “ ‘A Building with a View’:
Experiments in Anarchitecture,” on view throughout the Contemporary Arts Center, appropriates Matta-Clark’s term, and references the notecards on which Matta-Clark wrote conspicuously Dadaist phrases. The first part of the title recalls Matta-Clark’s most
well-known works: the chainsaw incisions he made into buildings
to provide a new view.
The exhibition text loosely references the “form of
thinking” that the Anarchitecture group embraced as work. The
free-form intention of the show at the CAC, which references the
“community of friends and artists” in New Orleans and “space as

a social and formal condition” incorporates works culled from an
open call earlier this year. The call asked for submissions from
artists with experience in New Orleans that investigated language
as a means of art making, social conditions, excavation of history,
and the “paradox of construction through destruction,” all themes
present in Matta-Clark’s work, as well as keenly felt within our
local memories.
The show, which is intended to commemorate the 40th
anniversary of the CAC’s beginnings, spreads over the building’s
three floors. The text points out that this building was reappropriated as an exhibition space – it used to house the inventory and
headquarters of the K&B drugstore chain, and was donated in the
early 80s to meet the purposes of the CAC. In this sense, the building itself is part of the exhibition, and it is fitting to consider its history of change in the context of this show – which will apparently
continue through the “redevelopment” of its galleries. The sprawling interior is cramped with closely spaced works throughout, a
testament to the thriving, vibrant New Orleans art world.
Works on the first floor explore the contrast between analog and digital realms and histories, considering the broadened
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Ted Calas: Second floor installation.

“interconnectivity” that rules contemporary life through the Internet, a social space. Upon entering the gallery, a tornado-shaped
tower of cut vinyl records pairs with large-scale cyanotypes, all
by Nurhan Gokturk. The prints are inscribed with Twombly-like
scrawl; the medium references architectural blue prints, and the
mostly illegible, superimposed language recalls ancient methods
of recording and rerecording written or drawn information for
various functional or esoteric purposes. The vinyl – metaphorically “spinning” in a wind-tower - is also inert and unusuable, and
asserts its nostalgic cultural value; all the records are cut with music, and serve as a dead history of the form. In both cases, these
works reappropriate outdated forms of design and inventorying,
and suggest the comparative slowness of and intense longing for
analog methods in a digital world. Still, they are forms of social
communication.
Helen O’Leary’s sculpture, Shelf Life of Facts, also suggests outdated and outmoded historical recording methods, in its
accumulation of Tinker Toy-like tiny paintings strewn throughout

a structure resembling a wiry installation by Judy Pfaff or Sarah
Sze. The little objects seem like tokens, arrayed in various groupings along the sculpture’s low-lying pedestal bases. The title suggests the ways history is rewritten and rearranged – that there is a
“shelf life” to the truths we hold. Though the area is delineated
with “do not touch” warnings, interactions with the viewer’s own
rearranging of these bits might clarify this content. However,
O’Leary, a Brooklyn-based artist who was a resident at the Joan
Mitchell Foundation in New Orleans in 2016, has good reason to
protect the extremely delicate parts of the work.
As objects, Christopher Saucedo’s large digital prints of
vintage comic book covers and AnnieLaurie Erickson’s digital
photographs are the clearest examples of the digital/analog relationship described in the exhibition text as the “fierce return to
materiality” that “compete[s] with the virtual environments that
seem to define social arrangements of the 21st century.” Charred
and missing parts within Saucedo’s images reference his methods
of branding his work, as well as point to literal historical “holes,”
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Generic Art Solutions: Flight, 2014. Ink on acrylic mirror, dimensions variable. Photo: © Traviesa Studio.

as well as – in this context - the openings in Matta-Clarks’s cut out
intersections and openings. While there is this formal reference to
problems inherent in historical social space, simply put, these are
digital prints of traditionally printed material. They speak of the
head-spinning speed and ease of reproducibility the digital age has
brought forth, as well as the desire to collect and preserve what
were once considered utilitarian and even base materials, not unlike Gokturk’s record tower.
Erickson’s towering, oblong photographs of data server
interiors, laced with a complicated network of wires, lights, and
buttons, depict a cacophony of color and texture that is methodically ordered to create digital space. The photographs, too, are
digital prints, and the materiality of their form and subject matter
contrasts with the immaterial space the subjects are responsible for
making.
It was recommended at the entrance of the exhibition to
take the CAC’s spiraling ramp upwards to enter the second floor
of the exhibition, where two stunning figurative paintings by Ted
Calas greet the viewer. This gallery explores formal intents, as related to space – whether the illusionistic or sculptural creation of
it through form, or how space becomes occupied by focal point

and shifts in the “field of vision.” The play of vision’s movement
across the picture plane to various points of emphasis is activated
by the figures painted into sparse environments in Calas’ work,
whose relationships within the paintings also suggest the “aesthetic and political” connotations associated by the space they take up,
and where the eye rests. Gender and age roles are apparent in their
relationships.
Just further into the gallery, Jennifer Odem’s installation
of two resin-coated fabric sculptures and one mixed media painting relate to domestic environments. Odem makes fiber-based
work that firms immaterial space into negative shape, akin, in a
reversed way, to Rachel Whiteread’s casts of negative space. The
delicate, lacy, flexible materials she uses are frozen in deceptively
loose and flowing drapes over nothingness. The two sculptures
broadly reference furnishings and frame an interior that is punctuated by a small painting that reads as a decorative element, much
like a household interior would be lovingly appointed with wall
hangings and warm blankets. The sentimentality contrasts the
inflexible rigidity of the fabric forms, held in place by hardened
resin.
Generic Art Solutions’ Flight, an installation of convex
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Robert Tannen, Third floor installation. Photo: © Traviesa Studio.

mirrors printed with the image of a falling man, fill a wall facing
the back of the gallery, where they reflect blackness that is interrupted by the presence of the viewer. The subject matter recalls
Yves Klein’s infamously deceptive, manipulated photograph, Leap
Into the Void. The reflective material of this work implicates the
viewer as a participant in the spectacle. The shiny, sleek surfaces
and the violence of the act of falling, combined with the mirrored
reflection of the audience, suggests the distance between viewer
and violence that is lengthened by the repetition of similar material
in the digital realm. More directly, they are clear examples of the
question about who and what “commands the field of vision” in
works on the second floor, as sight shifts between the colored reflection of the viewer and the achromatic print of the falling figure.
The third floor can be read as an entire installation dominated by Manon Bellet’s wall of burnt silk paper fragments, titled
Brèves braises (brief embers). The work on this floor “embraces
anarchitecture’s refusal of fixity” belied by the term’s associations
with object making – and there is both presence and absence in
this work. The burned fabric is a relic of a larger presence, with a
specific history, reduced to fragile bits in an ephemeral installation.
Recent (and increasingly more frequent) fires in the north- and
southwest United States have incurred similar losses and transformations. The association that destruction specifically has with the
loss of homes is emphasized by the presence of a deconstructed
tent, part of an installation by Elizabeth Shannon titled ENCAMPMENT. Though the installation directly references World War I,

in general, the tent is a temporary and vulnerable structure that yet
provides warmth and protection – a site of transience and contrast.
Map prints surrounding the perimeter of the gallery and flat, white,
terrain-like sculptures, all by Robert Tannen along with collaborators Matthew Foreman and Carly Lynn Neel, relate to the landscape that is consistently affected by natural forces, never in a state
of stasis.
The monumental scale of this show attests to the CAC’s
presence in New Orleans’ art history. It reaches far to various facets of the curatorial theme. Its grandness and breadth stretches
long ways in some of the work, but at the same time each work
within this show can be singularly contextualized within the exhibition’s frame.
The history of New Orleans’ art scene is a lengthy and
particular topic to tackle, and though it may seem that no survey of
arts in the city would ever adequately summarize or communicate
about its nature, it is a bold step to take as a new leader takes the
helm of this institution’s visual arts. The simultaneous, paradoxical existence of object and formlessness present in the concept of
anarchitecture parallels the local paradox of under water and above
ground – and if anything, the work in this show demonstrates that
kind of paradox and the impossibility of forming and clearly communicating about one single thread of thought within our city’s
art history. This show peers into a plane of that shifting history –
much like Matta-Clark did in his work, with his chainsaw.
q
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Raine Bedsole: The Space Between Us, 2016. Ssteel, fabric, plaster, glass, watercolor. Installation, Callan Contemporary.

Raine Bedsole: Currents
BY REBECCA LEE REYNOLDS
rectangular shapes, sometimes painted white and sometimes composed of antique papers that have yellowed and darkened over
time. These papers include blank sheets, maps, envelopes that
are stamped and addressed, title papers of books such as The History and Topography of the United States of North America by
John Howard Hinton, and architectural drawings of Neoclassical
facades, including the aforementioned Theatre de Bordeaux. Collaged on top of this ground are cut strips of more antique papers
and maps, arranged to give the illusion of an image. The results are
displayed in shadowbox frames to accommodate the relief aspect
of the work.
Some, like Rain Tower and Navigating Gravity, depict
structures. Rain Tower mimics the tower of Babel as illustrated for
Athanasius Kircher’s 1679 book about the story (a more familiar
depiction is the one by Pieter Bruegel the Elder in 1563). Commonly regarded as the origin of languages, the biblical story of the
tower was used by Kircher as a jumping off point for a study of
linguistics. In Bedsole’s depiction, raindrops surround the tower,
a dark blue presence that seems to hover against the pale ground.
Its crisscrossing spiral shape draws the viewer in to see the various
forms of text on the cut paper pieces suggesting its round arches—
some prose text, some cursive script, some equations, some maps.
Navigating Gravity borrows from Francesco Borromini’s
lantern for the Sant’Ivo alla Sapienza, a chapel in Rome. The lantern’s corkscrew shape has become an icon of the Baroque style,

RAINE BEDSOLE
“Unseen Currents”
Callan Contemporary
New Orleans, LA
_____

BUILDINGS VERSUS WATER. Boats versus houses. Movement
versus stability. Architecture may provide protection from the elements of nature, but living in New Orleans teaches us just how
fraught that relationship is. Water can easily reduce a building to
rubble, and boats can become rescue vehicles. Raine Bedsole’s
work is rooted in the local—in the experience of water on the Gulf
Coast in New Orleans and Alabama—but every local reference is
layered with representations of buildings and bodies of water far
from home. Peering up close, the viewer will spy intriguing names
on the map fragments used throughout the exhibition. The word
fragments “Hui-Tzu” and “Chih-Chou” suggest a map of China.
A collaged illustration of the domed structure of the Theatre de
Bordeaux takes us to a fantasy of 18th century France. Symbols of
water and home and travel lift the work to the level of allegory: the
childlike outline of a gabled house, drops of rain, waves, towers,
an abstracted boat shape.
These layers are not just metaphorical, but also physical.
The works on paper use a ground of collaged strips of paper in
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Raine Bedsole: Rain Tower, 2016. Antique papers and maps, graphite, watercolor on paper, 51” high.

and Bedsole iterates the spiral in diagonal strips of maps, with
bands alternating between dominant colors of red and blue. Bedsole gives the lantern a slightly different pedestal than the dome
in Borromini’s design. A doorway is placed under the spiral, with
Ionic columns on either side, and then framed by rectangular strips
of cut paper. A charcoal drawing of a palm tree connects the door’s
cornice to the spiral—an incongruous element that tells us that we
are in the land of fantasy. Collaged and drawn raindrops surround
the form.
Other works on paper depict ropes and coral. In Reef,
Bedsole uses the given colors of the map pieces to imply the shape
and volume of the coral. Bright blue pieces are placed on the bottom and light blue on the top, cut from bodies of water with names
like Baltic, Caspian Sea, and North Channel. Pale yellow and
earth-toned pieces alternate between the blue pieces to differentiate the coral’s fingers. Reading the names on the maps summons
up fantasies about the places, and about traveling to them—the
kind of fantasies that are satisfying on their own, not needing implementation.
Though armchair travel can be a delight, the real thing
has historically proven dangerous. A sense of fear emanates from
the illustration collaged at the center of Falling Rain, a work that

features big blue drops falling on the surface of the water and creating reverberating ripples. The much smaller scale of the illustration draws us close to see a young boy dressed in white robes
turning to look directly at us. He has been helping a priest on what
seems to be the deck of an ocean liner. Several priests seem to be
engaged in a blessing as cloaked figures to their right pray. They
must be scared of the transatlantic passage taking them to a new
home, and turning to prayer for protection. If they are not immigrants from Europe, then they could be the Acadians expelled from
Nova Scotia that wound up in the area around Lafayette, which
became known as Cajun country. The artwork’s ground includes
an antique paper that is a handwritten essay on “The Theme of
Evangeline.” It is clearly a school assignment to respond to Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow’s 1847 poem about an Acadian girl, Evangeline, searching for her love Gabriel. Evangeline’s life has particular resonance in Louisiana because of the history of the Cajuns,
and today a monument and a tree in St. Martinville honor her. This
essay does not focus on the romance, but on her later life of service. The student writes, “In the study of Evangeline our duty as
pupils is to see in what Evangeline found happiness,” described
later in the essay as “a life of self sacrifice, ministering to the sick
and sorrowful.” This moral lesson connects back to the image of
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Rain Boat II, 2016. Twigs, maps, wire, steel, glass, 17” hogh.

pelting their landscapes with rain. The glass pieces were made in
Rome and are visibly hand-blown, with thick walls and air bubbles. Persephone is named after the goddess of the underworld,
wife of Hades, and associated with spring. The skeletal armature
of this boat is wrapped in map paper, with strings in various shades
of green and blue tied to the frame and attached to glass teardrop
shapes, some with pieces of maps pasted onto the glass. Its companion, Rain Boat II, has a frame made of vines instead of steel,
and both blue and clear glass drops hanging from brown strings.
The glass bulbs catch the light in the gallery and disperse it around
the space, while reflections on the back wall create more visual
interest. Against the back wall are two larger boats, The Space Between Us I and II—one blue, one white. Each boat’s skeletal frame
is wrapped in fabric with plaster-coated ribbons hanging down towards the ground. Some carry the same glass shape found on the
other boats, but the ribbons are often tied in pieces to create long
lines reaching down to the floor.
The boats refer to the idea of travel, as do the map papers used throughout the show. Boats can be symbols of escape, or
movement—a hope for a better life, and thus a symbol of change
and transformation. But what’s the best part of travel? Coming
home to a familiar setting or creating a new home. Offerings is a
collection of small bronze houses installed in a group on the gallery wall. The castings capture the texture of the original material—simple cardboard pieces bent to create a rectangular body
for the house and a triangular gabled roof. Drawings inside each
one use Bedsole’s iconography of water, and blue patinas support
the theme. One focuses on drops of rain; another depicts waves;
one showcases an upside-down tree (or perhaps its roots?). These
houses reject architecture’s usual function as shelter and instead
invite nature inside. The title suggests a connection to small sculptures used in burial practices in ancient cultures, or given as offerings at altars to the gods. As such, they function as prayers for
protection from nature and death, allowing us to come to terms
with the forces that daily buffet our lives.
q

the priests.
Storm features a charcoal drawing of the sea over strips of
antique papers and maps. An illustration is collaged near the center,
showing two large gondolas that seem to be a funerary procession.
The first one carries a body on a pyre, surrounded by maidens. The
image evokes the association between death and bodies of water,
especially the River Styx in Greek mythology, used as a boundary
between the worlds of life and death. Charon would ferry souls
across the river to Hades. But this funerary boat is collaged next to
maps that mention much more contemporary destinations on the
water: Fort Lauderdale, West Palm Beach, Nassau in the Bahamas.
These waters can be waters of death, especially when hurricanes
race across the Atlantic toward Florida, but our popular culture
usually associates the names with tropical vacations, happiness,
the overindulgence of college students on spring break, and the
wealthy lifestyles of West Palm Beach. The pairing of mythological narrative and banal contemporary places creates an intriguing
sense of dissonance.
The ancient Greeks used myths to explain the vagaries
of nature and forces beyond our control, including death. Bedsole
uses names from Greek mythology to title the sculptures of boats
featured throughout the exhibition. The miniature boats are cast in
bronze, about a foot long, in the shape of a pirogue or canoe, but
also recalling the split open shape of an okra pod. Callisto has a
dark copper patina and starburst barnacles, and is named after a
nymph of Artemis who was transformed into a bear after Zeus had
his way with her. Delphi holds blue seed pods inside and underneath the boat, and is named after the sanctuary of Apollo at Mount
Parnassus where the oracle was consulted. Circe refers to the goddess of sorcery, while the twig-encrusted Theia with its frosty blue
patina refers to the goddess of sight and the bright blue sky—she
was the mother of the sun, the dawn, and the moon.
At a larger scale, four boats are hung from the ceiling, and
strings of glass tears or raindrops hang from the skeletal frame of
the boats—the same shapes used in many of the works on paper,
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Rob Wynne: Silver Dawn, 2016. Poured and mirrored glass, 87” high.

Gallery Walk: Retro-valve
BY MARIAN S. MCLELLAN
Powers. Or, going even further back in time, you might begin
looking for luminaries from the Twenties like the Fitzgeralds, Baker, or Chaplin and to an era that glistened with sequins and freewheeling times. None of these luminaries appear, of course, but
everything in New York-based Rob Wynne’s Blindsight” at Arthur
Roger is shiny and stage-ready. Featuring what the press release
refers to as “landscapes…for language.” Wynne, a New York artist, splashes words and title-driven phrases in poured and mirrored
glass letters screwed directly to the wall as in the vertical Cut Out
of the Sky. Less word-dependent is the silvery mural Silver Dawn,
evocative of a myriad drops of water, while Blind Sight is spelled
out in loose lettering fashioned of tiny beads sewn onto Mylar,
reminiscent of the overflowing letters of a Flower Power era when
peace and prosperity seemed a possibility for all. Beneath the
translucent Mylar a tangled script of linear energy is created by
way of meandering thread. Text is not new to contemporary art,
but in Wynne’s world, letters are more about shape than signage.

ROB WYNNE
Arthur Roger Gallery
New Orleans, LA
CARMON COLANGELO
PETER SARKISIAN
Jonathan Ferrara Gallery
New Orleans, LA
MARY LEE EGGART
SHIRLEY RABE MASINTER
LeMieux Galleries
New Orleans, LA

A WALK ALONG Julia Street will prompt you to wonder if the
artists on display are hoping that well-heeled process and product
are a way to heal current ills. Truly, the feel emanating from the
three galleries in question evokes a step or two back in time. Begin
the time travel by entering Arthur Roger@434 and you might be
inclined to ask if somebody just shouted “Groovy Baby!” as you
proceed to peer about the glitter strewn walls in search of Austen

After Wynne’s bright display we head to Jonathan Ferrara Gallery and find the initial spaces darkened for Santa Fe artist
Peter Sarkisian’s sleight of eye “Recent Video Works.” A connec49

Peter Sarkisian: Cup’a Joe, 2016. Video. Installation view, Jonathan Ferrara Gallery.

viewing, mirroring the solitary confinement that much of 21st century civilization finds itself.

tion can be made between Wynne and Sarkisian as relates to the
written world we occupy. For Sarkisian, the titles for the interactive, mixed media videos lead the way of viewing whereas words
for Wynne are the view. Sarkisian’s video stands resemble dark
room enlargers, with richly-colored, animated images projected
onto flat, below eye level surfaces that often deceive with tangible
objects mixed with projected ones. Liquid is featured in several of
Sarkisian’s videos. The tongue-in-cheek Cup’a Joe is an actual,
oversize mug containing a video of a prone, floating body of a male
amid the sounds and shadows of a bustling coffee shop. Golden
Drain #2 is a projection of a bright green on an actual, perhaps,
drain, with black squiggles appearing and then disappearing down
the drain. Audio enforces the notion of a real drain while “Do Not
Touch” signs test self-control. Another tiny male figure and more
black liquid is found in Ink Blot, this time with the figure crawling
out of the spilled ink toward a paper tablet, only to disappear into
the paper. It’s no wonder that the National Endowment for the
Arts named Sarkisian a Master Video Artist in 2007. Requisite in
Sarkisian’s stations of video projected onto powder-coated steel
and aluminum “screens” about the size of a small laptop, is solo

Moving into a smaller space at JFG we find St. Louisbased, Toronto-born, and LSU-schooled artist Carmon Colangelo’s stream of consciousness monotype relief prints in “Here
Be Dragons.” The title is borrowed from a warning found on
the Lenox globe from 1510 to indicate unchartered waters but it
also alerts us to the fact that the territory laid out in Colangelo’s
prints is unfamiliar and in progress, like an epic journey without
an apparent plan. Of his large, multidimensional prints, Colangelo
states “This series of work expands on my personal taxonomy of
images, psychogeographies and ongoing daily practice of mapping and recording ephemeral information to respond visually and
physically to the notion of global connectivity and our networked
communities…the result is a generative series of colorful, haptic
and playful works intended to express ideas about the anxieties,
fears, and instability experienced around the world.” For sure,
there is a lot going on in Colangelo’s prints, congested as they are
with not only disparate images but also varied printing sources
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Carmon Colangelo: Pointing Toward Africa, 2016. Monotype relief print, 47” high.

including digital. When looking at the print assemblage Recycler
and Pink Slip, measuring a total of 54” x 70,”the name Rauschenberg comes to mind due to the juxtaposition of fragmented images
and mapping devices that viewers are to associate however they
may. As in Pink Slip, the primary-colored print assemblage Unchartered Waters also features the portion on the right folded like a
map. Arranged like a circuit board are the lines and rectangles in
Pointing Toward Africa. The geographical reference is likely more
metaphorical than geographical, as in the search for dragons.

leans artist Masinter says, “Since 1990 I have mainly been doing
artworks based on New Orleans’ inner city and its cemeteries. In
these more recent city scenes of New Orleans, I focus on a city in
transition with many controversial and dynamic social forces at
play.” In the vein of Estes’ subdued Realism, Masinter’s images
are neighborhood snapshots of the New Orleans often overlooked
by mainstream news. Partially visible in a dilapidated garage is a
Ford Mustang in the oil on canvas No Parking (Mustang). Like
the vine-covered roof, the Mustang is covered in rust but may one
day roll again, thus the “No Parking” sign, perhaps a message to
gentrification to pass this one by. The watercolor 1416, and Little
Debbie, and Mike’s Seafood, both oil on canvas, spotlight the locations indicated by the titles, of folks and facades not yet ready to
fade.

As respite from the angst of global distresses we find
local comfort in Shirley Rabé Masinter’s “Louisiana Living,”
and harmonious bliss in Mary Lee Eggart’s “Circles of Prayer”
at LeMieux Galleries. Of her paintings and drawings, New Or51

Mary Lee Eggart: Prayer for Patience, 2016. Colored pencil and watercolor, 16” high.

Shirley Rabé Masinter: No Parking, 2015. Oil on canvas, 18” high.

Decidedly reverent are Baton Rouge artist Eggart’s colored pencil and watercolor mandalas in “Circles of Prayer.” Eggart’s professional training has been in cartographic design though
her upbringing included not only studies of Louisiana flora and
fauna but also a devotion to her Catholic faith. Hence, Eggart’s
kaleidoscopic arrangements of birds and flowers are embellished
at times with hand printed messages. Something of a contemporary illuminated manuscript is Prayer of St. Francis de Sales with
its intricate centerpiece of a pelican family surrounded by bursting
bouquets of flowers and spokes of our state bird’s bill. Tiny script
from the patron saint of journalists encircles the scene. Beautifully

blue are the bluebirds in Ave Maria surrounded by lilies aplenty
and red rose hub, while the elongated heads of egrets undulate the
surface of Prayer for Patience. Their bills point to the message
“Be completely humble and gentle; be patient, bearing with one
another in love.” In the midst of the Luna moths and moonflowers
surrounding the egrets, wouldn’t it be nice to just get along in the
world? But, as an ornithologist announced on a very early birding
trip one morning, we may want to think the calls of birds are sweet
and beautiful, but in actuality they are tweets of territory and warning.
q
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John Stanford: River Series I. 2016. Oil on canvas, 30in. high.

Stanford’s Observations
BY JUDITH H. BONNER
of these rural landscapes appear to have been painted en plain air,
while others appear to have been completed in a studio.
Sanford’s landscapes portray the area around his home
in northern Georgia, including waterways and rural structures.
Throughout the exhibition, viewers have a sense of standing on the
actual site. His View to the Valley sets the stage, so to speak, with
an introduction into his countryside. The point of view appears to
be from a hillside looking into a valley below and rising toward
mountains in the distance, probably the Blue Ridge Mountain
Range. Toccoa Falls depicts an area in northeast Georgia near the
South Carolina state line. The viewpoint is seen from the position
of one standing on broad flat rocks in the foreground and looking
across the water into a yellow and green densely forested area in
the background. In this and other landscapes, Stanford is truly successful in portraying still waterways.
The four paintings in Sanford’s River Series are impressionistic in their rendering, with the first three being reminiscent

JOHN STANFORD
“Recent Observations”
Cole Pratt Gallery
New Orleans, LA

AMIDST TODAY’S OVERWHELMINGLY turbulent times, visitors to the Cole Pratt Gallery will find respite in John Stanford’s
serene and tranquil environment. Collectively titled Recent Observations, Stanford’s canvases focus on quiet idyllic landscapes, the
totality of which create the feeling of a visit to the country. Painting in oil on canvas, Stanford renders his landscapes in controlled
textual brushstrokes without becoming overly detailed. The overall impression of his works is that of well-planned paintings with
well-balanced underlying compositional arrangements. A number
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John Stanford: River Series II. 2016. Oil on canvas, 30in. high.

of abstract expressionism. The viewer obviously stands in the water or at the water’s edge, gazing into translucent waters to see
rocky riverbeds. The water in River Series I appears to be still,
but in the next two paintings in this series, the water seems to rush
over rock-studded riverbeds. River Series III will definitely remind
viewers of Monet’s paintings of the waterlily pond at Giverny in
northern France. Encountered at a close range, the painting appears totally expressionistic, but the rock-embedded river comes
into focus with greater distance.
In Early Goldenrod, another setting with distant mountains, the viewpoint is taken from the plains, but the clouds suggest
movement. Like View to the Valley, a landscape called Stillness is
serene, while Swirled Grasses creates movement in the foreground
weeds and in the cloudy sky.
The majority of Sanford’s bucolic landscapes feature
rivers or ponds, particularly small bodies of water subtly inserted

into a composition that primarily features land and seasonal elements. Creek and Blackberry Blossoms features luxuriant blooming shrubbery edging a largely unseen creek suggested by water
rushing past flat red rocks. An icy scene titled Last of the Snow
successfully captures the essence of winter with barren trees lining
a snow-covered bank along a muddy river. A snow-covered fallen
log crossing the creek parallels a distant bank and unifies the composition. The title Rio Frio suggests coldness, and in this scene a
stream reflecting the white clouds captures a sense of coolness.
Warm rust colored foliage reinforces the concept of cooler weather. A work depicting coastal waterways, Warm Marsh, reflects the
opposite. Tall marsh grasses conceal all but a small area of water
in the right foreground. The canvas is divided into horizontal strips
of sky and marsh, with mauve and pink tones providing warmth in
the distance. Another largely horizontally arranged composition,
Patterns appears like a warm sunset with dark cross-hatched stria
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John Stanford: The Roost. 2016. Oil on canvas, 12in. high.

tions in the water and dark textural strokes defining marsh grasses
along the foreground swamp waters. The green and yellow tones
of trees and grass in Summer Farm Pond are suggestive of the
springtime or early summer. The rectangular shape of the pond in
the foreground suggest man’s intervention in the land.
Three additional paintings make definite reference to
man’s presence in the land, two with farm buildings and one with
a row or Hay Bales. In the latter five rolled bales of hay are strewn
across the canvas in a horizontal row. A line of trees with dark
green foliage behind the hay bales offer contrast in color and texture to the yellow straw. In Harkin’s Shed a sinewy dirt road dips
down into a valley and meanders into the distance, with a long
white-roofed utility building tucked beyond trees on a rising at
left. Vertical, horizontal, and diagonal elements of trees, buildings,
and fence posts are balanced by the curving shapes of the roadway
and rolling hills. While the utility building in this scene is tucked

in the background and extends horizontally across the central dividing line of the composition, in The Roost the structure stretches
across the entire composition and takes central focus. A vertical
rusty silo, situated adjacent to the poultry roost, provides a contrast
in geometric shape and a balance to the horizontals of the broad
mauve-colored roof.
Visitors to the Cole Pratt will find themselves fitting
comfortably in these serene scenes of rural life. Although there
are many landscape painters at work today, Stanford has found his
niche and developed his own voice. His ease and contentment with
the Southern countryside is immediately infectious for visitors to
the gallery. 						 
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Tina Freeman: 20130819_Iceland_204, 2016. Archival pigment print, 37 x 55 inches.
______

Beauty and Isolation
BY KATHY RODRIGUEZ
ital photographs mounted for PhotoNOLA, the annual festival of
photography in the city, at Octavia Gallery. The title, “SurREAL,”
indicates emphasis on the actual presence of unbelievable parts
of the images, which may appear new to the imagination of the
viewer. Images by Tina Freeman, Irby Pace, Kenny Morrison, and
Chuck Ramirez fill the walls of the airy rooms of the gallery. They
show considerations of space, whether flattened or consciously expanded, which explore the traditional three-dimensional illusion
in the two-dimensional plane of the documentary photograph; and
the seams in documented reality, pieced together like a patchwork
of experiences – much like recent events have seemed.
Freeman is a well-known local photographer whose work
has found international renown, with nods and purchases in collections in Italy, Paris, and the United Kingdom. Much of her work
has focused on Louisiana; she is a native of New Orleans, and the
deeply rooted associations natives to the area have with the landscape is strongly prevalent in her work. However, a trip to Antarctica in 2011 resulted in photographs that showed the comparatively
surreal quality of this ice-encrusted landscape to the lush, swampy
greenery and brown-ery of Southeast Louisiana. The Antarctic

SurREAL:

TINA FREEMAN,
KENNY MORRISON,
IRBY PACE
CHUCK RAMIREZ
Octavia Art Gallery
New Orleans, LA.
_____

“REAL” SEEMS A hard concept to trust in recent days. It has
been repeatedly remarked that this past year has presented a more
continuous streak of unbelievable events than before in near memory. Despite seeming surreal – above reality, and manifesting the
fantastic and the subconscious – the events of this year are real,
and signs of divergent realities that have somehow coexisted in the
same span of time and the same space. They are personal, political, global, journalistic, cultural, of the living and the dead, and
interwoven in a complex net of emotional reaction and rational
thought.
This opening paragraph seems broad and generalized, but there are
concrete examples of the real/unreal present in an exhibition of dig56

Tina Freeman: 20130819 Iceland 241, 2016. Archival pigment print, 20 x 30 inches.

emphasis on the changing landscape forms the conceptual basis of
each series, and Freeman’s emphasis of the central image, which
depicts a nearly symmetrical image of balanced forms taken from
water and land, mimics the balanced arrangement in Cole’s central
panel, The Consummation of the Empire. Both artists have admitted interest in the change of landscape, though Freeman’s concerns
are turned more toward rising sea levels, according to a brief statement on her website.
Freeman’s abstract treatment of space pairs well with
photographs by Irby Pace, whose “work explores void spaces inhabited by disconcerting yet beautiful puffs of smoke,” according to the press release for the show. These recall the water vapor
clouds made indoors and captured in photographs and video by
Berndnaut Smilde. Like Freeman, Pace’s strong sense of color in
composition brings visual delight to the photographs. They are also
entrancing by the unreal presence of the bright pink, yellow, ultramarine, and orange puffs in verdant landscapes. Pace asserts in
his artist statement that he makes the clouds within the landscapes
to “fill the void” left by unacknowledged negative space, which
can be read to represent “everything that is lacking in human experience.” Both landscape and ephemeral smoke exist as physical
presences, documented within the space of the photograph.
In reality, smoke dissipates and diffuses into the landscape. Though it appears to disappear, its tiny particles have forever altered the air and the “figures” around it. The physical body

photographs evince the pinks and blues of polar climates, spiked
with monumental ice formations and crumbling icebergs and glaciers, paired with the deep blacks and grayed whites familiar from
German Romantic landscape painting.
The series inspired return trips to the arctic, including the
images of Icelandic landscapes featured in the exhibition at Octavia. The photos are titled with dates, numbers, and location,
suggesting a strict documentary nature in the work. The images
are flattened, aerial views of points within landscapes, where water turns to ice, or green pools meet carved shores. The overall
palette is more akin to that of her native landscape. While they are
straight images of northern landscapes, Freeman has abstracted the
scene by vantage point and cropping, recalling the photographs of
Edward Burtynsky. Freeman’s sense of color and her ecological
ardor are highly personal, reflective of her experience as a photographer in Louisiana – her images formally differ from stark contrasts within Burtynsky’s photographs, but share similar strategies
and intent.
An activist or at least moralistic angle is apparent in the
arrangement of five of the photographs on the wall nearest the front
door. They are composed in a cycle, not unlike the way Thomas
Cole arranged the five paintings of “The Course of the Empire” series, which cautions against unwitting attempts to control and rule
the landscape. Freeman’s painterly sense of formal composition
and color depart from Cole’s strict naturalistic representation. The
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Irby Pace: Terra Firma, 2014. Archival inkjet print, 20 x 30 inches.

of the cloud in the photograph belies its swift temporal existence,
but also its material presence and effects. Freezing the smoke
within this frame shows the force of its push against the surrounding air, filling the negative void with physical presence forever.
Its presence, and essentially toxic coloration – some of
the most gorgeous colors in “nature” are to be found at Superfund
sites – also suggest a tension between the smoke ball and the life
of the greenery around it (another quality in Burtynsky’s palette).
Though Pace may be attempting to emphasize the void between
leaves in many of the photographs, the most evocative image is
Terra Firma, where the presence of smoke over a railway track
pictured in one-point perspective contrasts with the vast emptiness
of the landscape – once filled, perhaps, with more diverse life. The
bright yellow presence of smoke, in far less proportion to the landscape than in other images, says that the life of flora may go in just
as tiny a puff, with just as much speed as the smoke’s dissipation.
Smoky, cloudy colors fill the skies depicted in Morrison’s
photographs, which turn into twisters in cinematic backgrounds,
suggesting the analog practice of matte painting in films against
digitally edited foregrounds. This cinematic quality is shared in the
photographs of Gregory Crewdson, whose stage sets make unreal,
surreal scenes between scenes of unknown narratives. According
to press, the photographs are inspired by the work of painter John
Brosio, whose series on tornados also pictures lone figures against
sublime skies, filled with churning clouds headed towards the front
of the picture plane. Brosio’s low horizon lines and shadowy palette follow a direct lineage from 19th century Romantic painting.
The economic compositions are limited to foreground, middle
ground, and background, with sparsely populated landscapes that
are sometimes inhabited by anomalous creatures. The economy of
the paint and composition contrasts the bigness of the forms within
the picture plane, like the work of Mark Tansey, whose paintings

also mistrust the real.
Brosio’s paintings are all finished to the same degree of
resolution, though they employ atmospheric perspective. Morrison’s photographs are markedly different in the degree of definition among planes. The more pixelated backgrounds in Morrison’s photos may be an homage to atmospheric perspective in
painting, but disparate shadows and sharpness in the layers toward
the foreground of the image create a strong disconnect from back
to front. Though distracting as a matter of craft, this must be read
as intentional. In the context of the show, it is precisely this disjoining of the layers of the image that creates the effect of real/
unreal – the “real” photographic foreground, usually a figure taken
before a green screen, plays against the “unreal” (or obviously
faked) background – making a montage of parts that must be read
together in the flattened space of the resultant photograph. Real/
unreal join as surreal in the images.
Ramirez’s work dates within the decade of the mid 90s
to the late 2000s, when digital printing and photography were rapidly becoming more and more honed. Pixelated edges and traces
of outer frames from digitally collaged photos are markers of the
progress this technology has made in the decade since. However,
they are also the index of the artist’s presence within the image.
Today they can be read as easily fixable problems, but within the
context of their making, they are evidence of the construction of
the photograph – and its falseness.
Images of dyed food and drink isolated against white
backgrounds create conversations about the nutritional value of
the edibles. Located in a void, like Pace’s clouds, they communicate more by their toxic colors and sickly textures than their
perceived sugary, sweet, and tantalizing tastes. Portraits of pastel
colored bags in the “Euro Bags” series waver in white space, again
recalling Pace’s clouds, filling negative space with their airy bod58

Chuck Ramirez: Black Heart (Candy Tray Series), 2002 / 2011. Pigment ink print on watercolor paper, 48 x 48 inches.

Kenny Morrison: Storm #1, 2015. Archival pigment print, 50” high.

ies. Their diaphanous forms both occupy space but carry nothingness, much like any discarded plastic.
Candy Tray: Black Heart, an image of an empty candy
box, pockmarked with the black voids of eaten chocolates, informs
the insubstantial nutrition of the food items included in the images in the show, as well as the insatiable desire to consume what
the candy symbolizes: love, lust, sweetness, and sensual yet vapid
deliciousness. The reality of the desire is short-lived compared to
the reality of its consumption, suggesting the fleeting and unreal
endorphin rush of addictive practices.
The photographs in the show share a similar scale and

sparseness, despite changing palettes and subject matter. They all
evoke a sense of desolation and aloneness, even in the beauty they
try to capture. The quietness of an arctic landscape, or a lonesome
and temporal puff of smoke, speak of the same isolation of a figure
in a storm, and a bag floating in the wind. That aloneness, while a
very real feeling, is something that is also unreal. Imposed isolation leads to a lack of communication, and the images also seem to
beg for empathy. Reflecting on the last year, this is one of the most
important human conditions to remember – the capacity to feel
with others, which is truly real and necessary.
q
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Bernard Mattox: Resurfacing (series), 2016. Oil, mixed media on wood, 48” high. Carol Robinson Gallery.

Cover to Cover
BY MARIAN S. MCLELLAN

DEBRA HOWELL
LeMieux Galleries
New Orleans, LA
_____

However, Bernard Mattox at Carol Robinson Gallery
makes multiple use of just one title, “Resurfacing.” This could
lessen the task of keeping up with titles of various artwork, or it
could prove more frustrating than an artist’s choice to name his or
her work “Untitled.” Fortunately, we are offered that other semblance of discourse, the artist’s statement, which assures us that
Covington-based Mattox chose a singular title as a way to present
“a collection of painting and sculpture exhibited together for the
first time in many years.” His statement further reveals that he is
“more archaeologist than artist, forever excavating and preserving
the artifacts embedded in the strata of life.”

TITLES OF GALLERY shows immediately lead us in a direction
that is often misleading. To compound matters, the artworks displayed typically bear individual titles, thus prompting additional
consideration of the limited dialogue extended to us by the artist.

Mattox’s primitive style of iconography makes him something of a Northshore mix of Dubuffet and Guston with his itemized imagery hinting at a cerebral attic full of interior and exterior
finds, both living and nonliving. Collectively, “Resurfacing’s” oil
and mixed media on wood paintings acknowledge predominantly

BERNARD MATTOX
Carol Robinson Gallery
JAMES KENNEDY
Callan Contemporary
AMY PARK, MARNA SHOPOFF
Jonathan Ferrara Gallery
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James Kennedy: Astrometric. 2016. Acrylic polymer on incised masonite, 34” high. Callan Contemporary.

Marna Shopoff: Carmine. 2017. Triptych. Oil and ink on canvas, 60” high, Jonathan Ferrara Gallery.

white surfaces with gusto while a smattering of painted terra cotta
sculptures feature totemic pieces isolated from the paintings.

ings certainly reflect Merriam-Webster’s definition of the exhibit’s
title, that being a “harmonious arrangement of parts or elements.”
Evoking the lyricism of Klee albeit with constructivist order are
surface-oriented works such as the predominantly gray-blue Axial
and the sienna-hued Salon Composition III, the latter of which recalls a Braque collage. An anomaly is the Irish born Kennedy’s
Articular wherein a smattering of frottage-like passages strongly
evoke the playfulness of Max Ernst.

Although Mattox’s approach to art making is the most
spontaneous of the artists in this Walk, he shares a commonality by
way of a desire to preserve memories and abandon optical illusion
in favor of optical awareness.
Regard James Kennedy’s “syn•tac•tic” at Callan Contemporary. The muted, acrylic polymer on incised Masonite paint61

Amy Park: Niemeyer, Costa (and others) Façade, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 2010. Watercolor on paper. 56in.high. Jonathan Ferrara Gallery.
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Debra Howell: Erosion. 2017. Photographic lightjet print, 36in. high. LeMieux Galleries.

Continuing a desire to control our view are New York artist’s Amy
Park’s close-up cityscapes in “Watercolor + Collage” and Indianapolis artist’s Marna Shopoff’s exaggerated shards of color in
“Color Correction,” both at Jonathan Ferrara Gallery. Park’s carefully executed watercolors focus on the high contrast geometry
of light and shadow as revealed in the facades of buildings. The
56”x45” Niemeyer, Costa (and others) Façade, Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil presents an austere grid of blues while the 30”x22” Agos
Building for Experimental Concrete, Bogota, Columbia details
projected and receding stripes of ochre. Of her work, Sharpoff
says, “I am interested in how we interpret and interact with the
spaces that surround us. What memories or feeling do these places
spark and what sort of energy do they project.” Much like sound
sculptures, Sharpoff’s work explores a wide array of prismatic
color as in the magenta and lime green oil on linen Crossways, and
the oil and ink on canvas triptych Carmine that channels a monochromatic value scale of its namesake.

Painterly in a Magritte sort of way, though not at all paintings, are local artist’s Debra Howell’s photographic lightjet prints
featured in “Adaptations” at LeMieux Galleries. Concerned with
humans’ ability to survive climate change along with New Orleans
close association with water, Howell asserts that in “Adaptations,”
she is “using our historic houses as the possible means to our salvation.” Of the houses she goes on to say “I chose to make them
the subject of these “survival portrait” narratives rather than their
humans.” The low-light Erosion features a moldy room inhabited
by a tree whose roots extend across a floor of rocks and leaves
while the stark room in Scriptura highlights a couple of typewriters that will surely come in handy in the absence of electricity. Or
even in its presence, given so much water. 			
q
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Jim Graham: The Saltine Sessions, 2016. Oil on canvas, 16” high. Cole Pratt Gallery.

Lowcountry Longleaf
BY JUDITH H. BONNER
leans at the Cole Pratt Gallery. All of the oil paintings on exhibition were produced between 2012 and the present, with the artist
working on conceptual themes that are related intellectually, but
do not become repetitive visually.
Graham obviously paints with the intention of engaging
the viewer with more than a cursory glance to his paintings. In
each composition, Graham creates a sense of tension between the
representational and the non-representational. While some motifs
are readily apparent, they are ensconced in abstract imagery. The
artist achieves overall unity and color harmony in his works by allowing the underpainting to show through. Many feature geometric shapes, rectangles, triangles, and circles that either stand alone
or are incorporated into the composition by vine-like lines. In most
of the works, the viewer becomes aware of seemingly aleatory imagery, particularly human heads or faces. The artist’s intention is
often personal and undecipherable. Paint is applied energetically
in a jumble of color. Throughout, it is evident in the titles that the
artist enjoys alliteration and wordplay. Graham’s concern for “see

JIM GRAHAM
Paintings
Cole Pratt Gallery
New Orleans, LA

JIM GRAHAM, NOW an instructor of painting and drawing at
Southeastern Louisiana University on the Northshore, has exhibited work in several prestigious venues. His artwork has been presented and discussed in this country’s public forums and he was a
Joan Mitchell Foundation Emerging Artist Grant nominee in 2015.
Originally from Florida, Graham held his first show in New Or64

Jim Graham: Split/Stack, 2016. Oil on canvas, 32” high.

ing through” objects is represented by “transparent” objects like
windows and the perforations in a cracker.
The painting the artist considers a metaphor for his painting style, Saltine Sessions features a square soda cracker floating
above swirling olive-colored waters. In this small work a tan shape
in the uppermost part of the composition appears like the overall
shape of a vehicle like a locomotive, school bus, or van, but could
be read as anything the viewer imagines—even a thought bubble.
As a rule, one considers a metaphor as a comparison between two
unrelated things having common characteristics. At times it is difficult to construe the artist’s meaning, but the mere contemplation
of the hidden similarities serves to broaden the manner in which
the viewer sees the painting and the artist, whose presence becomes an unforgettable factor as one examines each painting.
Similarly, Fireplace/Floralplace features a wildly jumbled background with two inset squares, with the lower one depicting a fireplace. The upper square is an open pink “window,”

with only a couple of lines suggesting vines that connect the open
square with the jungle of color surrounding it. Recognizable elements include a chair, a trumpet, and a figure washing her hair in
lower right. Much of the canvas, however, is abstract.
Empty Islands, a large canvas, suggests the post-hurricane debris washed up on shore near a camp-like setup with a
teapot sitting on a small table beside two yellow deck chairs. The
scene appears as though it was set up for tea, with a stack of three
wooden palettes stacked to serve as a table. A half-submerged cement block sits just to the left of the two chairs. A distant cabin is
visible through foliage in the right background. The remainder of
the composition is largely non-representational. An off-white tentlike shape occupies much of the upper left. The reason for the title
is unclear, for although there are no humans visible in the scene,
the longer one studies the painting, there is much evidence of a
human presence in shapes that suggest fishing poles, a telescope, a
trash can. Graham applies the same technique to a small canvas
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Jim Graham: Fireplace/Floralplace, 2016. Oil on canvas, 22” high. Cole Pratt Gallery.

called Water/Flowers, wherein human faces merge with the bouquet and glass vase.
Split/Stack depicts cords of firewood stacked near a fence
and viewed from one end, with some logs on the bottom row that
are not yet split. A couple of shapes resemble parts of saws. The
emphasis again is on verticals and horizontals, balanced effectively by the circular shapes of the wood. A rectangular area at the
uppermost edge is reminiscent of that in Saltine Sessions.
The geometric squares of the window in the background
of Studio Greens in Red are painted in mottled reds, pinks, and
orange. Here the expressionistic manner of application of paint recalls that of Ida Kohlmeyer. Curiously, the exotic plant on a ledge
below the window is depicted mostly in darker shades of red. By
way of contrast, what the artists terms his “studio fern” in Lowcountry Longleaf is rendered in the usual verdant colors — pale
and dark greens. The head of a yellow horse or donkey, one of the
artist’s “chance images,” is visible through the fronds of the plant.
The leaves form part of the animal’s head, especially the left eye.
A large screen-like gridded area in the top right corner suggests the
corner squares in city sidewalks that are mandated by the American Disabilities Act to accommodate people in wheelchairs. The
human heads that appear among the greenery in this painting are
reminiscent of drawings by Leonardo da Vinci.
Pancake/Paddle has the near appearance of a magazine
layout, with a silver fork placed against a black rectangle in lower
left, as though a cropped photograph. A white circular plate with
a mottled pancake takes center-stage, so to speak, and seemingly
floats atop a dark background. Two ping-pong tables also seem to
float in the dark jumbled shapes of the background, clearly establishing a firm connection with the paddles for table tennis. Faces
and masks blend with the background.

Palace/Place, another alliterative title with the letter P, is
divided into four horizontal bands, the top appearing like a bird’seye view of a bed of waterways. The next two bands can be loosely
interpreted as landscape reflected in a body of water below it. The
bottom band suggests the type of key or legend often used in prints
to explain an illustration with multiple images. Among the seven
images in the “key” are the meshwork back of a patio bench, a
chair, a piano, and a turkey trussed in preparation for roasting.
Differing from all the above, a large canvas titled Box
Fan (Three Speeds) depicts the idea of “a picture within a picture.”
The image of a large canvas is placed on an angle to the picture
plane, with the umber shadow of a box fan delineated in the lower
left corner. What appears to be a paved walkway of small tiles behind the fan is actually the shadow of the fan’s protective grill. The
tightly arranged floral arrangement above the fan’s brown shadow appears like the residue of sea anemones and other plant life
washed ashore along the water’s edge of a large body of seawater.
Throughout the exhibition Graham combines elements
of realism and abstraction in colorful painterly works. Each demonstrates his intense concentration and fore-planning previous to
beginning his compositions; yet there is a definite allowance for
some elements of artistic development as he progresses with the
painting. Graham’s work is clearly evident of his intention to draw
the viewer into each scene, to contemplate the content and the
meaning. At the same time, there is also the element of individual
interpretation. While few of these works depict people, there are
suggestions of a human presence in each, often implying a question of the role of men and women within the environment. As
this artist emerges on the artistic scene, viewers can look forward
to watching his artistic development. 			
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On Cinema

A Still from Paolo Sorrentino’s Youth .

An Elegant and Perplexing Tale:
Sorrentino’s ‘Youth’
BY JOHN MOSIER
Although more than one critic has called the film Felliniesque, the real influence is Francesco Rosi, to whom Sorrentino
dedicated the film. Rosi provides us with a good perspective from
which to approach the film.
Although ideologically aligned with 1960s Neorealists
like Gillo Pontecorvo, Pier Paolo Pasolini, Ettore Scola, and Valerio Zurlini, Rosi had become increasingly interested in a less political and more cinematic approach that revealed itself somewhat
unexpectedly in Christ Stopped At Eboli (1979).
Based on a memoir by Carlo Levi, it’s a meandering meditation on
life in fascist Sicily as seen through the eyes of a doctor who has
been banished to a remote village. The title derives from a local
saying that we’re supposed to translate as “a place so isolated that
God never got there.”

YOUTH
Director: Paolo Sorrentino
_

YOUTH IS A meandering, visually engrossing, tale that, despite
the title, is actually concerned with aging. This is Paolo Sorrentino’s seventh feature film. He’s in his mid forties, and the two
main characters are getting up there. Michael Caine, who plays
the musician/composer Fred Ballinger, was a good eighty when
the film was shot, and Harvey Keitel, who plays his ancient friend,
Mick Boyle, was only a few years younger. But in the context of
the film they seem pretty much the same—easily old enough to be
the real life Sorrentino’s father. Nor is there any autobiographical
material here.
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Michael Caine in Paolo Sorrentino’s Youth.

regrets about a long departed youth, and they don’t ever express
any, either. At one point Ballinger wants to know if Boyle has had
sex with a woman that he (Ballinger) had been smitten with. He
seems mildly indignant with the idea that Boyle did, says that’s
horrible. Boyle replies that’s even worse is that he can’t remember
whether he did or not. He’s mildly put out by the realization. But
it’s hardly a dramatic moment for either one of them.
Both men are looking back on long and highly successful careers. The only real difference here is that Boyle is busily
working on yet another film, and Ballinger has most emphatically
retired. In fact, insofar as there’s any real story here, it concerns
successive emissaries from Queen Elizabeth who are trying to
persuade Ballinger to conduct a performance of his most famous
work, “Seven Simple Songs,” for her majesty. Ballinger isn’t
much interested, to the point that he can’t even be bothered to
explain why. He’s reached an age where wisdom consists of the
realization that people will never really understand you, so it’s not
worth explaining it.
We eventually learn that it’s because of his wife, but
that’s more or less incidental. He says it, but having said it, he
then gives in. The film ends with the beginning of the command
performance. Like everything else that involves these two, there’s
no compelling reason why he finally agrees. The film doesn’t
even bother to give us one.
Ballinger has gotten to the point in his life where he’s
content just to be alive, one supposes. Boyle is slightly less so.
He’s brought a quartet of younger scriptwriters with him, is working on a film, and there’s a certain interaction there, but it’s incidental, hardly enough to hang a title on.

Like Sorrentino’s two main characters, Levi (GianCarlo
Gianini) is content simply to observe Sicilian village life. A stranger in a strange land, everything he sees is new and foreign to him.
In Youth, a remote and primitive Sicilian village has been replaced
by an upscale Swiss spa, but the spa is equally isolated. Switzerland’s unique combination of lush mountain pastures and snow
topped peaks is a far cry from the bleak Sicilian landscape, but
in both films the camera is at least as interested in that landscape
as in the characters, and neither director is much concerned about
telling a story.
Ballinger and Boyle view the guests at the spa with the
same fascination as Levi sees the villagers of Eboli. Ballinger
has a daughter, Lena (Rachel Weisz), and his relationship with her
more or less parallels Levi’s with his sister Luisa (Lea Massari).
Both men love their female relatives, but in this environment, they
view them with a certain detachment. When his daughter vents at
Ballinger for what she sees as his atrocious treatment of his wife
(her mother), he listens, but essentially he simply blows her off.
The English title is a somewhat misleading translation
of the Italian govinezza, which means “youthfulness.” Given that
the actors in the film are all playing characters that are the same
age was the actors are in real life, it’s a bit of a stretch to see the
daughter as being youthful. Rachel Weisz is in her forties. She’s
an attractive woman, but she’s hardly youthful. There are two
chil¬dren who make brief cameo appearances. In both cases they
have something significant to say to the adults they address, but
they’re children, bambini. The title doesn’t fit them either.
Given what we learn about the pasts of Ballinger and
Boyle, there’s no real reason why they should be filled with
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There’s a mild level of interplay between Ballinger and
much younger actor, Alex Tree (Paul Dano), who’s holed up at the
spa preparing for a film. He’s best known for playing a robot in a
wildly popular movie early in his career, just as, supposedly, Ballinger is best known for his seven little songs. He tells Ballinger
that, but again, if this is supposed to be some sort of point in the
film, it isn’t. The older man just looks at him in pretty much the
same way he looks at Lena when she starts ranting at him.
One could argue that he’s simply your stereotypical stolid
Britisher. One could stretch it and claim that he’s like Meursault in
Camus’ L’etranger, no longer has the capacity to feel. Part of the
complexity of the performance Caine gives is that it can be shaped
to fit the viewer’s fancy, although probably the interpretation tells
us more about the viewer than the character.
Because there’s definitely one moment that gives Ballinger real pleasure. He’s walking down the hall to his room, hears
a violin screeching. It’s a little boy who’s playing. For the first
time, Ballinger seems interested. He stops, is showing the boy
how to use his bow correctly. Then he asks him why he’s playing
this piece. His teacher told him to practice it, it’s easy. But then
the child adds that it’s also beautiful. Ballinger is delighted, tells
the boy he wrote it.
That scene has both a complement and a parallel. The
complement is a scene in which Ballinger is taking a walk in one of
those idyllic Swiss mountain meadows. He sits down, is looking
out at all the cows. Many of them have bells around their necks,
and as they amble around, the bells sound. Almost imperceptibly, the bells begin to form a musical composition. We’re inside
Ballinger’s head. He’s composing a piece of music. A marvelous
scene, because it’s just an insight into him. There’s no purpose.
He’s already made it clear he’s through writing music. He’s just
doodling.
There is a parallel scene involving Alex Tree. He’s in
a shop, and a little girl identifies him as the man who played the
robot. She’s impressed, and he’s pleased. But again, all of these
encounters are played in such a way as to downplay their dramatic
impact. They just are.
Now there’s another strand in the film that deserves comment, as in a way it fits in perfectly. There are various denizens of
this elite Swiss spa, among them an aging and rather portly Latin
American (no name, played by Roly Serrano). We see something
of what’s in his head as well, and although the film doesn’t explicitly identify him, he looks like an aging Maradona, and one of
the scenes we see in his head is a key match in that great soccer
player’s career.
Most of the time he’s tottering around, being waited on
by his attractive blonde wife. But finally we see him outside with
a soccer ball, watch him juggling it effortlessly. It deserves that
greatly overworked adjective, magical, and you can see from his
face that he feels that himself.
Boyle has what might be considered an equivalent scene.
Again, he’s outside, taking a walk, and suddenly the hillside pasture is populated by a bewildering array of attractive women, all of
them in costume, presumably actresses in films Boyle has made—
and presumably bedded. They’re just far enough away to be indistinct—as far as faces go—and just as Boyle is trying to get a better
look, they disappear, leaving him bewildered.
Sorrentino may want us to all these vignettes with his title:

three aging men, each at a different stage in life, each with fleeting
memories of his youth. Tempting, but awfully subtle, too much
of a stretch. It’s also possible they’re in the film because they’re
pleasant to watch, a welcome change from the daily routines of the
characters. Hard to say, and finally not worth the bother.
It’s the Boyle fantasy that has triggered the predictable critical cry
of Felliniesque, but that too is pretty thin, even though there’s one
other fantasy, one even more visually striking.
One of the denizens of the spa is a strikingly attractive
younger woman (Madalina Ghenea), who, we are told, is the current Miss Universe. Ballinger has a vision in which he’s on a
walkway in the middle of the swimming pool. Miss Universe is
striding towards him, as though she’s on a catwalk. She goes right
past him, unseeing and indifferent to his presence, and then the
water starts to rise. Then he wakes up.
One could read something into this, but mostly, it’s just
a striking scene, and not particularly redolent of Fellini. It’s too
real.. If it is reminiscent of anything, it’s Buñuel. Sort of.
Unlike Boyle, Ballinger has emphatically retired. He
doesn’t conduct, and he no longer writes music. In fact, he isn’t
doing anything much at all. But there’s nothing much to be made
of that. Everybody has to retire eventually, even conductors. At
any rate, both men have both long since come to terms with their
pasts.
At this point, it’s not very important. The same can be
said of when his daughter is devastated to learn that Julian, Boyle’s
son, has dumped her for a young pop singer. Boyle is embarrassed, demands he say why. But he’s clearly just being loyal to
his old friend. They both share the same attitude, a sort of ‘oh
well, that’s how it goes.” They have their lives, their adult children
have theirs, as one would assume is generally the case with parents
when their children are in their forties.
The interaction between the two men is absorbing, a pleasure to watch. They don’t need to talk about anything, and by
now, having known each other for years, they hardly need to do
anything except enjoy each other’s company. Sorrentino has two
seasoned actors who know how to manage that, who understand
that dialogue is the least important part of a film. We form our
ideas of the characters that really accomplished film actors play
not by what they say, but how they come across visually.
What’s at first surprising—until you think on it closely—
is the extent to which several generations of Italian directors have
been able to work with foreign actors, really showcase their talent. There’s Burt Lancaster in The Leopard and Dirke Bogarde in
Death in Venice. There’s Marlon Brando in Last Tango and Burn,
Jean-Louis Trintignant in The Conformist.
Half a dozen more examples come easily to mind: the
unhappy Maria Schneider (Last Tango and The Passenger, which
also starred Jack Nicholson) to Max von Sydow, Phillipe Noiret,
and Fernando Rey (Desert of the Tartars)—and of course Donald
Sutherland (Casanova) and Anita Ekberg in Eight and a Half. Antonioni used a trio of British men and women in Blow-Up: David
Hemmings, Sarah Miles, and Vanessa Redgrave; as well as Richard Harris in Red Desert. It is difficult to think of any other group
of highly regarded directors who have so consistently made use of
foreign actors—and been so successful at it.
The reason for their success is probably to be found in the
roots of Neorealism. Their ideology was rather blatantly Marxist.
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Rachel Weisz in Paolo Sorrentino’s Youth.

This shot opened up an entirely new way of thinking.
The continuity of the camera demon¬strated that this was a real
Sicilian palazzo; there was no cut to a set for the interior. Looked
at in this way, it’s not much of a jump from Visconti to Bertolucci in The Conformist, to Zurlini in Desert of the Tartars, and to
Sorrentino in Youth. The magic of the cinema doesn’t consist of
editing tricks and post production visual effects. It relies on the
accomplished deployment of the basics of the cinema.
Visconti’s preference for letting a scene unfold gradually,
the way his camera lin-gered on the scene, his insistence on a slow
but steady rhythm from shot to shot, together with his distaste for
unexpected angles and dramatic close-ups, was really the antithesis of the supposedly revolutionary dialectics of Marxist film.
And yet, para¬doxically, both Visconti and his fellow travelers in
the development of Neorealism clung to their political beliefs. Or
perhaps they simply mellowed.
Now this discussion may seem a detour, but what it actually suggests is a cinema in which there is always a certain tension
present in each work. A certain ambiguity created by the fact that
there’s never any definite conclusion, no dramatic climax. Or for
that matter, any particular moral to be had. People do inexplicable
things, live lives that don’t fit easily into a particular idea we might
have.
These things happen. It’s the refusal to commit that makes
Youth so absorbing. And here, with these two elderly gentlemen, it
works perfectly.
q

That successive generations of film critics seemed largely oblivious does not make it any less true. The character in Mario Vargas
Llosa’s Conversations in a Cathedral who, after seeing a film of
Vittorio DeSica’s, exclaimed admiringly that the man was a communist, nailed it perfectly.
But the Neorealists largely made films on shoestring budgets. Edward Dmytryk observed that the initial works were all
shot using film stock the United States Army had thrown away.
As is the case with any group of talented artists, they all shifted
and changed as their careers continued. But lacking the technical
means, they had always relied heavily on their actors. Like Shakespeare, they constructed works that relied on one or two trained
actors and an assortment of amateurs and bit players.
At the same time, the technical constraints of the Italian
cinema forced them to concentrate on the bare essentials of cinema—acting. Given the technical limitations of Italy—films using
live action dialogue only started in the 1980s—that meant an emphasis on the unspoken, the expressive. The Neorealists kept the
traditions of the silent film alive, probably without even realizing
it.
But that is hardly the whole story. Early on, Visconti led
a dramatic shift in the aesthetics, when he not only shot The Leopard in color, but he made the film strikingly visual. In the opening shot, the camera lingers on the estate of the Prince of Salina
(Lancaster). Slowly it moves in. We see the details of the ancient
palazzo, and then, finally, we’re looking through an open window
into the opulent interior.
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Bob Dylan at Azkena Rock Festival, Vitoria-Gasteiz (Álava), 2010. Photo by Alberto Cabello

Dylan, New Orleans, and Proust
BY STEPHEN R BACHMANN
***

As I was going down impassive Rivers,
I no longer felt myself guided by haulers:
Yelping redskins had taken them as targets
And had nailed them naked to colored stakes.
--Rimbaud, “The Drunken Boat”

The only way of expressing emotion in the form of art is by finding an “objective
correlative”; in other words, a set of objects, a situation, a chain of events which
shall be the formula of that particular emotion; such that when the external facts,
which must terminate in sensory experience, are given, the emotion is immediately
evoked.
--T.S. Eliot, “Hamlet and his Problems”

THE RECENT AWARD of the Nobel Prize to Bob Dylan was not
met with universal acclamation. For example, Gary Shteyngart,
author of at least one good book (Super Sad True Love Story), said,
“I totally get the Nobel committee. Reading books is hard.” We
will discuss Shteyngart later, but he does raise the question of how
to evaluate what is good. Many years ago I encountered an inexact
metric provided by the great Canadian critic Northrup Frye:

***
Anything written about Bob Dylan in a journal from New
Orleans may as a matter of law be required to acknowledge the
link between New Orleans and one of Dylan’s most famous songs,
“Mr. Tambourine Man.” “Mr. Tambourine Man” was inspired by
the New Orleans Mardi Gras of 1964. Dylan experienced Mardi
Gras in February, and within the space of a few months he wrote
“Mr. Tambourine Man,” and began performing it.
“Mr. Tambourine Man” provides a compelling illustration of T. S. Eliot’s notion of the “objective correlative.” In
“Hamlet and His Problems,” T.S. Eliot claims that the point of art
is - to communicate something from the artist’s subjective mind;
but that the communication process is neither direct nor obvious.
The artist must find something objective out there which other sub

The critic will find soon, and constantly, that Milton is a more rewarding and suggestive poet to work with than Blackmore. But the more obvious this becomes, the
less time he will want to waste in belaboring the point.

While frustrating, that inchoate criterion has itself proven productive over the years for myself. So the purpose of this essay is to
pursue that metric in the matter of Bob Dylan.
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jectivities can experience; and s/he must use those outside objects
to convey the something sitting inside her subjective self. The
correlation between her subjectivity and another subjectivity runs
from the artist to the object to the audience.
In the case of “Mr. Tambourine Man,” what Dylan
wanted to express was his subjective sensations of the ecstasies
of Mardi Gras. But instead of resorting to narratives of parades,
beads, and Bourbon Street, he resorted to other “objects” which
have little to do with New Orleans, e.g., “circus sands,” “diamond
sky,” “frozen leaves,” etc. The correlation between Dylan’s words
and the experience of New Orleans is far from automatic, and one
might be forgiven if one thinks that Dylan might be trying to steer
his listeners from New Orleans altogether. Yet the connections are
there. I first heard “Mr. Tambourine Man” around 1965, and my
own Mardi Gras experiences did not begin until a decade later.
Yet when a decade after that I learned that Mardi Gras did inspire
“Mr. Tambourine Man,” it made perfect sense to me. The experience of “Mr. Tambourine Man” and the experiences of Mardi Gras
correlated: they pointed to something else, something else which
could be experienced subjectively, but manifested objectively in
the lyrics of “Mr. Tambourine Man” and the revels of Mardi Gras.
(Here I speak for myself, I cannot speak to those whose greatest
fear is an irritating lawsuit.)
The irony of the objective correlative is that while objective experience A may precipitate subjective experience A’ in the
artist, if the artist wants to communicate his subjective experience
A’ from objective experience A, he may have to resort to objects
from experience C in order to precipitate the sensation of A’ in his
audience. If he resorts to objective experience A, he may fail utterly.
Thus, in the case of T.S. Eliot’s “Wasteland,” the subjective experience that Eliot was trying to convey was some sort of
disgust or despair in modern life (Or, as Auden put it more sharply,
“Had the undergraduate really read [this] poem, he would have to
say: ‘Now I realise I am not the clever young man I thought, but
a senile hermaphrodite. Either I must recover or put my head in
the gas-stove.’” (Davenport-Hines,63)) In any case, to convey his
sense of despond, Eliot resorted to myth and plagiarized citations.
Experiences outside of contemporary time were wrenched, imported, pasted, and co-ordinated to convey a particular sensation
of contemporary time.
Of course when the artist puts out stuff from Experience
C (instead of Experience A) to lead the audience to Experience
A’, it is not always his fault if the audience proves clueless. Eliot provides his own ironical proof to this point when he fails to
understand Shakespeare’s Hamlet. Nietzsche understands it: “Is
Hamlet understood? Not doubt, certainty is what drives one insane. ...We are all afraid of truth” (Ecce Homo, “Clever,” §4) Eliot
missed this point because of his Christian belief that truth was happy: Jesus was the truth, how could one fail to be happy once one
appreciated that truth? Nietzsche, of course, had a different sense
of the truth of Jesus; and the resulting terror is what Nietzsche
found in Shakespeare’s treatment of Hamlet, which Eliot missed.
Again, Nietzsche: “If nothing was caught, I am not to blame. There
were no fish.” (Ecce Homo, BGE,” §1)
Another example of the weird workings of the objective
correlative comes from Vladimir Nabokov’s Lolita. What Lolita is about is the short intense flash of love; and its loss. This
is made clear when Humbert finds Lolita after she has run away

from him. She has grown older, become a housewife, the nymphet
has vanished. Stendhal has used ambitious French plebians and
privileged Italian aristocrats to explore and convey the ecstasies
of love; and its losses. Nabokov is trying to convey similar sensations, but he uses material that seems tawdry; but in the end, he
achieves similar effects.
The preceding lines of analysis can be continued into
Proust. People whose concerns go no deeper than lawsuits believe
that Proust’s taste of the madeleine, along with his reference to
some cozy childhood memory, involves an exercise in sentimental
nostalgia. These people are too lazy to read through to Volume
Six; or they are incapable of thinking or feeling beyond sentiment
and nostalgia. Proust makes it clear in Volume Six that his experience of the madeleine taste pointed to something radical, an experience of ecstasy so intense that one no longer cares about

Bob Dylan performing in Barcelona, 1984.

other people - or death. Proust called it finding Lost Time, experiencing fragments of Lost Time. To articulate this peculiar but
spectacular experience, Proust resorts to a fair amount of Platonic
mumbo jumbo; and he also resorts to elongated sentence upon meandering sentence that extends to six volumes and over a million
words. But he spends the effort because he is trying to articulate
something as terrible as the raptures of Mardi Gras, the terrors of
Hamlet - and the substratum of Paradise which, Proust alleges, lies
in life under our noses if we can simply crack through the crusts
of cliché.
From his first publications, Proust pursued Rilke’s insight
that “Beauty is nothing but beginning of Terror we’re still just able
to bear ... Each single angel is terrible.” (“First Elegy,” 21-22):
I had never been able to read without a shudder of horror the account of the torture
that evildoers inflict on animals, on their own wives, on their children; it appeared
to me now, indistinctly, that in every pleasurable and sinful action the body in thrall
to rapture is just as fierce as they are. . . . (Days, 99)

Rapture related to rape as well as ecstasy, but it pointed to
something essential in the human soul which could be smothered
by human culture:
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Dylan, Lyrics: Chansons, 1962-2001, by Robert Louis and Didier
Permerle (Fayard, 2008). For aficionados of French, the translation is provided in this article as an appendix; along with what
happens when you subject the original English to a Google translation.)

The habit to which you are sacrificing me again this evening will be even stronger
tomorrow thanks to the blood from the wound that you are inflicting on me to nourish it. More imperious for having been obeyed one more time, each day it will turn
you away from me, will force you to make me suffer even more. Soon you will have
killed me. You will never see me again. And yet you owed more to me than to the
others, who, very shortly, will abandon you. I am within you and yet I am forever
far away from you; already I barely exist any more. I am your soul, I am yourself.
(Days, 132)

Cinderella, she seems so easy
“It takes one to know one,” she smiles
And puts her hands in her back pockets
Bette Davis style
And in comes Romeo, he’s moaning
“You Belong to Me I Believe”
And someone says, “You’re in the wrong place my friend
You better leave”
And the only sound that’s left
After the ambulances go
Is Cinderella sweeping up
On Desolation Row

Thus, like other artists, Proust worked to find “objects” from “objective experience” which he could use to convey his peculiar subjective sensations to others. Dylan used beaches, Eliot used plagiarism, Shakespeare used the Hamlet story, Stendhal used news
reports. Proust started with the madeleine, and through the course
of SEARCH he went on to cite mundane experiences like trees
and steeples to make his point. In the final volume, a series of
experiences from out “outside” the “objective” world point him
to his Platonic conclusions; and they include tripping on paving
stones, the sound of a spoon tapping on a plate, the feel of the
wipe from a napkin, and the sound of water rushing through a pipe.
That Proust is working as a conscientious if not sly artist, though,
is made clear by his initial version of the madeleine incident:

This stanza ends with allusion to a quotidian happening in everyday “real” life, viz., a woman sweeping her steps. A little more romance from the “real” world attaches when one considers she may
be sweeping up after a violent argument with an importunate lover.
But more is happening. The sweeping woman comes
from Grimms’ Fairy Tales. She adopts a stance based on a star
from Hollywood movies –which is made possible only because
she is wearing something other than a peasant girl’s dress. And
then a character from Shakespeare enters the scene, possibly citing
a 1952 pop song “You Belong to Me.”
The point here is that the realities that humans experience
do not come in clean and simple. As facts and happenings come
in, they stimulate other connections that have already been set in
one’s head by prior experiences; and by the structure of the brain.
Dylan is suggesting that you cannot appreciate or express what
humans really experience without acknowledging all these “extraneous” factors; which are, in fact, intrinsic to the way that humans
actually live life. The rest of “Desolation Row” - as is the case
with so many of Dylan’s lyrics – continually resorts to the many
versions of reality that we have swarming in our heads, which affect our experience of “reality,” and which actually constitute our
real reality. This is consistent if not identical with the observations
made by Mark Twain.
If Dylan seems insistent on such Twainian points, Proust
is insistent and moreso. After all the whole of his masterwork
turns on things that erupt when he encounters them: the madeleine, tripping on paving stones, the sound of a spoon tapping on
a plate, the feel of the wipe from a napkin, and the sound of water
rushing through a pipe, and more.
But Proust does not stop with demonstrating how incidents precipitate memories and reactions. He takes it all and
transforms into a theory of literature and reality:

. . . as chance would have it, [my old cook] brought me some slices of dry toast. I
dipped the toast in the cup of tea and as I put it in my mouth, and felt its softened
texture, all flavoured with tea, against my palate, something came over me—the
smell of geraniums and orange-blossoms, a sensation of extraordinary radiance
and happiness . . . (Beuve, 19; see also Painter, Later, 129)

What happened to mommy and the cupcake? Proust decided he
needed some other object, another set of objects and people, to
lead his reader to the correlation to rapture which Proust wanted to
achieve. And thus what started as a cook with toast turned into a
mother and a cupcake: Proust was working to get the best possible
“objective correlative.”
***
And that is because life does not consist mainly—or even largely—of facts
and happenings. It consists mainly of the storm of thoughts that is forever
flowing through one’s head. –Mark Twain, January 10 1906
Dear me, the power of association to snatch mouldy dead memories out of their
graves and make them walk! –Mark Twain, March 7, 1906
[T]he thoughts which swarm through our heads are almost constantly, almost
continuously, accompanied by a like swarm of reminders of incidents and episodes of our past. –Mark Twain, January 6, 1907)

***
Dylan can prove suggestive and rewarding in the case of
T.S. Eliot, in part because he explicates T.S. Eliot’s literary theory,
and in part because he leads one to issues of Proust. Yet one need
not stop with issues of objective correlative when one raises Dylan
to pursue Proust. Another issue relates to the phenomena noted
by Mark Twain, above. He calls it SWARM. The point refers to
the complex and utter chaos of human consciousness. Let us start
with Dylan, and a stanza from “Desolation Row.” (When the Nobel Prize was announced for Dylan, the French journal Liberation
printed a translation of this stanza (and the whole song) from Bob

An hour is not merely an hour, it is a vase full of scents and sounds and projects and
climates, and what we call reality is a certain connection between these immediate
sensations and the memories which envelop us simultaneously with them—a connection that is suppressed in a simple cinematographic vision, which just because
it professes to confine itself to the truth in fact departs widely from it—a unique
connection which the writer has to rediscover in order to link for ever in his phrase
the two sets of phenomena which reality joins together.... (VI: 289)

Proust fills his sentences with scents and sounds and projects and
climates, immediate sensations, and memories, and then he tries
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to connect them. His sentences imitate his sense of how a human
being really experiences a moment or an hour. Like his book, his
sentences wander and ramble and include an extraordinary range
of immediate sensations and distant thoughts. This method of presentation reflects Proust’s sense of how reality is lived and how it
should be depicted.

ries, incidents and episodes of our past.
If there exists that much difference between Dylan and
Proust (and Twain) it would seem that Dylan often emphasizes the
degree to which cultural artifacts infect and inform so much consciousness. He is not alone in this, as would be indicated by any
close analysis of the Rolling Stones’ “Satisfaction,” or the Beatles’ “Day in the Life.” Perhaps the popular culture of the time of
Twain and Proust had not become the overwhelming culture of the
spectacle which dominates people today – and which arouses and
merits comment from Dylan, the Stones and the Beatles. However,
even Proust could remark upon the potential power of popular music. In 1896, he wrote:

The reality that [the writer] has to express resides, as I now began to understand,
not in the superficial appearances of his subject but at a depth at which that appearance matters little.... Nothing is further from what we have really perceived
than the vision that the cinematograph presents. (VI: 279)
And this is why the kind of literature which contents itself with “describing things
is, in fact, though it calls itself realist, the furthest removed from reality and has
more than any other the effect of saddening and impoverishing us, since it abruptly
severs all communication of our present self both with the past, the essence of
which is preserved in things, and with the future, in which things incite us to enjoy
the essence of the past a second time. Yet it is precisely this essence that an art
worthy of the name must seek to express.... (VI: 284)

Detest bad music if you will, but don’t despise it … The irritating refrain, for instance, that any refined and well-trained ear will immediately refuse to listen to,
has been the repository for the riches of thousands of souls, and keeps the secret of
thousands of lives, for which it was the living inspiration, the ever-ready consolation, always lying half-open on the piano’s music stand—a source of dreamy grace
for those lives, and an ideal. Those arpeggios too, or that “re-entry” of the theme,
have aroused in the soul of more than one lover or dreamer an echo of the harmonies of paradise or the very voice of the beloved woman. (Days, 127)

Proust’s insights proceed more radically to his conceptions of our
encounters with other human beings. These exist in us in many
versions.

***

...there existed several Duchesses de Guermantes, just as, beginning with the lady
in pink, there had existed several Mme Swanns... not merely separated but different, each one bedecked with the dreams which I had had at very different periods...
(vi, 442 )

Out of the sweetness of the spring,
The branches leaf, the small birds sing,
Each one chanting in its own speech,
Forming the verse of its new song,
Then is it good a man should reach
For that for which he most does long.
….
And a most precious gift she gave,
Her loving friendship and her ring:
Let me live long enough, I pray,
Beneath her cloak my hand to bring.
--Duke William IX, the Troubador

... another person ... [appears] to us only in a succession of momentary flashes, he
has never been able to furnish us with more than one aspect of himself at a time
...Each time that I had reached a point where I could bear the sorrow of having
lost one of these Albertines, the whole process had to be done through all over
agan with another Albertine, with a hundred others... (L,283-286; to Scheikévitch]

By way of illustration, in 1921 the young Edmund Wilson enjoyed
one encounter with the young Edna St. Vincent Millay

***
I would submit that Dylan can be discussed with good result not only from the vantage points provided by Eliot and Proust,
but also from many others. If his work proves sufficiently rewarding and suggestive so as to continue to generate conversation in
following generations, then he fulfils the criterion of “good” as set
out by Northrop Frye; and the verdict of the Nobel Committee will
be vindicated.
As for Comrade Shteyngart’s suggestive remarks, it is
true that books are hard. So is taking a dump when one suffers
constipation. So is engaging a good poem. The worth of the hard
work is determined by the effects the hard work produces. And
so, while we may not appreciate all of Shteyngart’s books, we can
acknowledge the good of Super Sad True Love Story; just as we
can acknowledge the good of Bob Dylan.
It is also hard to appreciate revolutions in literary form
and content. This author has had the privilege of living in Poitiers,
France, for a year. Poitiers was the home of a duke named William
IX. He is also known as William the Troubadour. He has some
places named after him in Poitiers, and he is mentioned in any
study that has any understanding of western literature. This is not
because he proved to be the grandfather of Eleanor of Aquitaine,
who merged western France with England for 300 years and gave
us Richard the Lion Hearted and King John “Lackland” (who gave
us the Magna Carta). Rather, it is because before William, the

...After dinner, sitting on her day bed, John and I held Edna in our arms--according
to an arrangement insisted upon by herself--I her lower half an d John her upper-with a polite exchange of pleasantries as to which had the better share. – Wilson
(1921)

In 1948, another encounter proved more ambiguous
I felt a certain satisfaction in the idea that I was outlasting her [Edna Millay], but
at the same time was troubled and depressed at finding the metamorphosis she had
undergone. ... I reflected in dismay, but not without satisfaction, at my own relative
competence and health, on the tendency of the writers of my generation to burn
themselves out or break down… Wilson, Journals.

Thus, by 1949, Wilson’s head was now furnished with at least
two versions of Millay; just as Marcel’s was filled with multiple
versions of the Duchesses de Guermantes, Mme Swann, and Albertine. Of course Millay, the Duchesses de Guermantes, Mme
Swann, and Albertine may all have had their own senses of their
own existences; but in the existing realities of Wilson and Marcel,
they existed as something else, in many forms.
In short, it would be nice if experience were simple, easy,
and convenient. But it is not. The human head is filled with baggage, garbage and wonders; and all that stuff affects, perverts and
elevates every “thing” we experience. Indeed, there exists no pure
“thing,” What exists is stimuli which precipitate a million other
stimuli, we live through a storm of thoughts, mouldy dead memo74

“literature” of Europe focused on the exploits of thugs. Who they
killed, how they fought, what swords they caressed, these constituted matters for art that the ruling orders would heed.
For his part, William was as good a thug as any. He went
to Turkey and to Spain to fight infidels. He managed to get himself
excommunicated twice, and stole another man’s wife and set her
up in his palace in the middle of Poitiers (you can see it today).
However, William was also a verse monger. His interests extended beyond the heads and hands his sword could chop.
He wrote about love, lust, women, and nature. He constituted a
turning point in what Europeans would read and write about. He
also contributed to a turning point in western culture, because his
granddaughter Eleanor consolidated his initial lurchings into the
traditions of courtly love. Shteyngart and the rest of us owe a
debt to William because otherwise we would not be reading about
Shteyngart’s sad and true problems with love; and those of Austen;
and Stendhal; and Tolstoy; and D. H .Lawrence. Rather, we would
be focused on more manly topics like chopping humans into hamburger.
William’s verses constituted innovation during his day.
They undermined the hegemony of the military bullies of his time.
Presumably the military bullies had well-educated apologists to
prove that William and his work was trivial and unworthy. He
was a pussy for wanting to grab pussy; in addition to constituting
a threat to national security and good morals. It was for time to
prove the winner concerning the work of William; and time will
prove the rise or fall of Dylan.

Thucydides … a narrative which would give you chills. It was written four hundred
years before Christ and it talks about how human nature is always the enemy of
anything superior. Thucydides writes about how words in his time have changed
from their ordinary meaning, how actions and opinions can be altered in the blink
of an eye. It’s like nothing has changed.
Milton’s protest poem, “Massacre in Piedmont.” A political poem about the murder
of innocents by the Duke of Savoy in Italy. It was like the folk song lyrics, even more
elegant.
… someplace along the line Suze had also introduced me to the poetry of French
Symbolist poet Arthur Rimbaud. That was a big deal, too. I came across one of his
letters called “Je est un autre,” which translates into “I is someone else.” When I
read those words the bells went off. It made perfect sense. I wished someone would
have mentioned that to me earlier. It went right along with Johnson’s dark night of
the soul and Woody’s hopped-up union meeting sermons and the “Pirate Jenny”
[by Brecht and Weill] framework.

APPENDIX: THREE VERSIONS OF VERSE
Cinderella, she seems so easy
“It takes one to know one,” she smiles
And puts her hands in her back pockets
Bette Davis style
And in comes Romeo, he’s moaning
“You Belong to Me I Believe”
And someone says, “You’re in the wrong place my friend
You better leave”
And the only sound that’s left
After the ambulances go
Is Cinderella sweeping up
On Desolation Row

***
I went to Coliseum Street in the Garden District to one of the double gallery–
style houses with a gabled roof, flanked by columns, in hopes to hear something
about Tom [Tennesee Williams], discover something about the wondrous truth of
his plays. --Dylan, Bob. Chronicles

Louis and Permerle
Cendrillon, a l’air si facile
«Il faut être pour se reconnaître», dit-elle souriant
Et met ses mains dans ses poches de derrière
Très Bette Davis
Et violà Romeo, il gémit
“Tu m’appartiens, je crois”
Et quelqu’un dit: «Tu t’es trompé d’endroit, l’ami
Mieux vaut que tu partes “
Et le seul bruit qui reste
Après le depart des ambulances
C’est Cendrillon qui passe le balai
Passage des Débâcles

***
Dylan’s work in verse earned his Nobel Prize. Before
concluding we might note that his prose work CHRONICLES
does indicate the degree to which he is actually conscientious
about working within tradition. The following citations include
one of many valentines to New Orleans; allusions to classic writers; and, since this article began with a quote from Rimbaud, a
citation which shows how he integrated that artist with others into
his work – which allows us to talk about him and the others, a lot.

Google
Cendrillon, elle semble si facile
«Il faut un à connaître», sourit-elle
Et met ses mains dans ses poches arrières
le style Bette Davis
Et en vient Romeo, il est gémissant
“You Belong to Me I Believe”
Et quelqu’un dit: «Vous êtes au mauvais endroit mon ami
Tu ferais mieux de congé “
Et le seul son qui reste
Après les ambulances vont
Est-ce que Cendrillon balayait
Sur Desolation Row					

The first thing you notice about New Orleans are the burying grounds— the cemeteries— and they’re a cold proposition, one of the best things there are here. Going
by, you try to be as quiet as possible, better to let them sleep. Greek, Roman, sepulchres— palatial mausoleums made to order, phantomesque, signs and symbols of
hidden decay— ghosts of women and men who have sinned and who’ve died and
are now living in tombs. The past doesn’t pass away so quickly here. You could be
dead for a long time. The ghosts race towards the light, you can almost hear the
heavy breathing— spirits, all determined to get somewhere. New Orleans, unlike
a lot of those places you go back to and that don’t have the magic anymore, still
has got it.
It was said that World War II spelled the end of the Age of Enlightenment, but I
wouldn’t have known it. I was still in it. Somehow I could still remember and feel
the light of something about it. I’d read that stuff. Voltaire, Rousseau, John Locke,
Montesquieu, Martin Luther— visionaries, revolutionaries… it was like I knew
those guys, like they’d been living in my backyard.
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Anastasia Pelias, at Jonathan Ferrara Gallery.

Calendar
COMPILED BY CHRIS LEWIS
Glinda Schafer; March 4-31 2017;

A GALLERY FOR FINE PHOTOGRAPHY, 241 Chartres St.
(568-1313, www.agallery.com). Joel-Peter Witkin, “The World
is Not Enough,” (Photographs, Silver Gelatin) Opens December
10, 2016.

ARTHUR ROGER GALLERY, 432 Julia St. (522-1999, www.arthurrogergallery.com). Works by Dawn DeDeaux, January 7- February 18, 2017. Luis Cruz Azaceta, March 4 - April 22. Jonathan
Mayers March 4-April 22 (Arthur Roger@434)

ACADEMY GALLERY, 5256 Magazine St. (899-8111, www.
noafa.com). 2017 Faculty Exhibition January 30-February 17.

BARRISTER’S GALLERY, 2331 St. Claude Ave. (525-2767,
www.barristersgallery.com). Minka Stoya, “You Have Already
Seen This Image” and “Browser Histories,” an installation. February 10th-March 5. Pop Up Show: Herbert Kearney.

ANTENNA GALLERY, 3718 St Claude Ave. (298-3161, www.
antenna.works) Anthony Baab: “Cover the Earth IV”. Febraury
10-March 5 2017.
ARIODANTE GALLERY, 535 Julia St. (524-3233, www.ariodantegallery.com). Works by Cheri Ben-Iesau; Jewelry by Jivita; and
Crafts by Crescent City Swoon; Works by Lagniappe Artist, Jax
Frey; February 2017; Works by Tanya Tischler; Jewelry by Angela Caldwell; Crafts by Joel Scilley; Works by Lagniappe Artist,

BOYD SATELLITE, 440 Julia St. (899-4218, www.boydsatellitegallery.com). Rob Hammer: “The Basketball Hoops Project,”
February 4-March 1st. Wendo: “Waves,” March 4th-28th, 2017.
BRUNNER GALLERY, 215 N. Columbia St. Covington (98576

Clarence John Laughlin, at The Historic New Orleans Collection.

893-0444, www.brunnergallery.com). Rick Brunner, New Sculpture and Furniture Designs.

16-June 18 2017.
D.O.C.S. GALLERY, 709 Camp St. (524-3936)

CALLAN CONTEMPORARY, 518 Julia St. New Orleans
(525-0518), www.callancontemporary.com). James Kennedy:
“SYN•TAC•TIC” January 5-February 18. George Dunbar: “Palladium,” March 9-April 28, 2017.

GALLERY 600 JULIA, 600 Julia Street, (895-7375, www.gallery600julia.com).
GEORGE & LEAH MCKENNA MUSEUM OF AFRICANAMERICAN ART, 2003 Carondelet St. (323-5074, www.themckennamuseum.com). By appointment.

CAROL ROBINSON GALLERY, 840 Napoleon Ave. at Magazine (895-6130, www.carolrobinsongallery.com).Bernard Mattox: “Resurfacing,” New work in oil, February 4-28.

GOOD CHILDREN GALLERY, 4037 St Claude (616-7427, www.
goodchildrengallery.com). Works by Jessica Bizer: “So That’s
What Happened,” and Andrea Bergart: “Rock Snake Scratch,”
February 10-March 5 2017.

COLE PRATT GALLERY, 3800 Magazine St.(891-6789, www.
coleprattgallery.com). Landscape painter, John Stanford’s, January 29- March 12, 2017.
COLLINS DIBOLL ART GALLERY, Loyola University, (8615456, www.loyno.edu/dibollgallery/).

HISTORIC NEW ORLEANS COLLECTION, 533 Royal St.
(523-4662, www.hnoc.org). “Goods of Every Description: Shopping In New Orleans, 1825-1925;” April 9, 2017. “A Picture and a
Thousand Words” by Clarence John Laughlin and His Contemporaries, November 15, 2016 to March 25 2017.

CONTEMPORARY ARTS CENTER, 900 Camp St. (210-0224,
www.cacno.org). Works by Cecilia Vicuna: “About to Happen,”
Sculpture by Senga Nengudi: “Improvisational Gestures”, March
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Alan Gerson, at LeMieux Galleries.

ISAAC DELGADO FINE ARTS GALLERY, 615 City Park Ave.
(671-6377, www.dcc.edu/dnts/art-gallery).

MARTINE CHAISSON GALLERY, 727 Camp St. (304-7942,
www.martinechaissongallery.com). Christa Blackwood: “Prix
West,” February 4-March 31, 2017.

JONATHAN FERRARA GALLERY, 400a Julia St. (522-5471,
www.jonathanferraragallery.com), “Sister” by Anastasia Pelias,
January 2-28, 2017. Works by Marna Shopoff: “Color Correction” and Amy Park: “Water color + Collage” February 1 - March
25th 2017. Michael Pajon: “Ex Libris,” and Katrina Andry:
“Consequences of Being” March 29 - May 27 2017.

NEWCOMB ART GALLERY, Tulane University. (865-5328,
www.newcombartgallery.tulane.edu). Mickalene Thomas: “Waiting on Prime-Time Star,” January 18- April 9, 2017.
NEW ORLEANS MUSEUM OF ART, City Park. (658-4100),
www.noma.org). “African Art: The Bequest From The Françoise
Billion Richardson Charitable Trust,” thru June 30th 2017; “A
Life Of Seduction: Venice In The 1700s,” thru May 21st 2017;
“New At Noma: Recent Acquisitions In Modern And Contemporary Art” Starting March 10, 2017.

LEMIEUX GALLERIES, 332 Julia St. (522-5988, www.lemieuxgalleries.com), Deborah Howell : “Adaptations,” (digital prints),
Saturday, January 7th - February 25th. Recent Works by Alan
Gerson, March 4th-April 15th, 2017.
LONGUE VUE HOUSE AND GARDENS, 7 Bamboo Rd. (4885488, https://longuevue.com/events/).

NEW ORLEANS PHOTO ALLIANCE, 1111 St Mary St. (6104899, www.neworleansphotoalliance.org). Janine Michna-Bales:
“Two Projects: An Overview” Now until March 19, 2017.

LOUISIANA STATE MUSEUM CABILDO, 701 Chartres St.
(568-6968, www.lsm.crt.state.la.us).

OGDEN MUSEUM OF SOUTHERN ART, 925 Camp St. (5399600. www.ogdenmuseum.org). “Profligate Beauty: Selections
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Elemore Madison Morgan Sr, at the Ogden Museum of Southern Art.

From The Collection Of The Ogden Museum Of Southern Art,”
on view through September 2017. “A Place And Time Part II,”
Southern photography since 1946. Now until May 28, 2017.

STEVE MARTIN STUDIOS, 624 Julia St. (566-1390, www.stevemartinfineart.com).
THE FRONT, 4100 St Claude Ave. (301-8654, www.nolafront.
org). Kevin Baer, Curator: “I’m Your Cannibal” featuring conceptual works by Brooke Pickett, John Isiah Walton, Jonathan Traviesa, Vanessa Centeno, Robyn LeRoy-Evans, Jamie
Solock, Lee Deigaard, Alex Podesta, Patch Somerville, Cristina
Molina, Madeleine Wieand, Patrick Coll, Kelly Mueller, Kevin Baer, Ryn Wilson, Cynthia Scott and Jessie Vogel. “When
We Were Boys,” with Jason Childers, Kevin Brisco, John Isiah
Walton. “Juicy” featuring Caitlin Goebel, Nicole Jean Hill, Carolyn Hopkins, Rebecca Krupke, Jenny Leblanc, Sophie Neslund, on view February- March 5, 2017.

OCTAVIA ART GALLERY, 454 Julia St. (309-4249, www.octaviaartgallery.com). Naomi Kremer: “Vantage,” March 4-25, 2015
.
SOREN CHRISTENSEN GALLERY, 400 Julia St. (569-9501,
www.sorenchristensen.com). In January, Ed Smith: “Promised
Land” and Rear Gallery- Audra Kohout: “Treasure Things”.
Group work, “Selections from the Roster” in February, and March,
2017.
STELLA JONES GALLERY, Place St. Charles, 201 St. Charles
Ave. (568-9050, www.stellajonesgallery.com). Elizabeth Catlett
and Joseph Lofton: “Black Contemporaries In Mexico,” Through
March 2017. Works by Delita Martin, April-May 2017.

UNO-ST. CLAUDE GALLERY, 2429 St. Claude Ave. (280-6410,
www.finearts.uno.edu/gallery.html). 			
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